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Hospitaller Order of 
Saint John of God

Today, our task as Brothers and co-workers of the Hospitaller Order of Saint
John of God is to be prophets of hope; prophets of the dignity of those who suffer;
prophets of love, all of which are often snuffed out by technology and by the laws
of the market that have penetrated the world of healthcare.
Charter of Hospitality



Fridays are always important for us as a Hospitaller family.  On
this day the Hospitaller Order, in imitation of our beloved founder
John of God, reflects on the passion Jesus has for us and for all
his creation as seen, in his faithfulness even unto death, death on
a Cross. Through our reflection on the Via Dolorosa (the way of
suffering) we deepen our understanding of the depths God in
Jesus will go to, to express his merciful love for everything he has
created.  It was with a heart full of appreciation for God’s merciful
love seen in Jesus’ sacrifice or Kenosis (self emptying) upon the
cross in the middle of the rubbish tip of Jerusalem that inspired
and sustained John’s incredible and prophetic works of
hospitality.  

One of the most frequent ways of meditating upon the ‘Way of
the Cross” is to walk the fourteen ‘Stations’.  These appear in all
Catholic Churches throughout the world.  These pictures or
woodcarvings bring together the Gospel stories of Our Lord’s
journey from being condemned to death by Pontius Pilot to his
burial in the Tomb of Joseph of Arimathea, just outside Jerusalem.
These devotional aids originate from medieval times and their
purpose is to help the Christian soul meditating upon them to in
some way comprehend the immense suffering Jesus was
prepared to endure in being faithful to his Godly mission. A
mission Jesus embraced after his baptism in the Jordan by John
the Baptist some three years previously:  

On the second Friday of
Lent, I joined a group of
parishioners from the local
Parish to ‘make the
stations’.  As ever, when I
gazed upon the sixth
station, Veronica wipes the
face of Jesus; I could feel
tears well up in my eyes.
This episode has no actual
scriptural foundation, but
has long been part of our
Catholic tradition.  The
name Veronica is derived
from the Latin: vera and
the Greek, eikon, meaning
"true image." This name
was given to whoever the
woman was due to the
imprint of the face of the
suffering Christ left on the
cloth she used to sooth his
countenance. The ‘Veil of
Veronica’ or Sudarium

“If we reflected on the breadth of God’s mercy,
we would never cease doing good while we were able…”
John of God’s first letter to the Duchess of Sessa*

Introduction

“When you are troubled or distressed, turn to
the Passion of Jesus Christ Our Lord and to his
precious wounds, and you will feel great
consolation.”

John of God’s letter to Duchess of Sessa

“The spirit of the lord is upon me,
because he anointed me to preach the good
news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim release to captives,
and recovery of sight to the blind,
to set free those who are oppressed, 
to proclaim the favorable year of the lord.”

Luke 4:18-19
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simply known as the ‘Veronica’ with the imprint of the face of Our
Lord is preserved in Saint Peter’s Basilica Rome and is one of the
most important relics of Christendom. 

However wonderful this is, the reason I have always found this
station so moving is that for me, it was the woman herself who
became the vera eikon, the true image of Jesus Christ, simply
because she held her hands out in love, mercy and compassion
toward another human being who was suffering.  I imagine Jesus
had previously acted in a similar way towards her. This life altering
experience meant that she could never be the same again.
Having had such an experience of forgiveness or healing or
empowerment, she was compelled to relate to others in the same
way.  

One thousand five hundred years later we see another vera eikon:
Saint John of God who also extended his hands in merciful love to
the suffering and fallen.  He did so because of his own experience
of compassion, forgiveness and healing he received from the
Risen Christ whilst listening to the famous and holy preacher
Master Juan de Avila at the Convent of the Martyrs near the
Alhambra Palace in Granada on 20 January 1539, the feast of
Saint Sebastian. 

“Our bookseller John had gone up to the Hermitage de los
Martires…Juan was completely unprepared to see himself, little by
little, overpowered by an interior fire once the words of Master
Avila began to sink into him…It seemed to Juan that the words of
the preacher were aimed directly at him, and “they struck him to
the very depths of his soul.” Jose Maria Javierre

This encounter with God became for him the bedrock upon which
he stood, the solid foundation upon which his Hospitaller work
was built.

Five hundred years later it is still the experience
that underpins all that we do and is at the heart of
our gift to all who find themselves on the margins.

I pray that as you read through this latest edition of the Hospitaller,
you will see how the Hospitaller family worldwide is expressing our
Lord’s compassion and merciful love.  May this publication also
encourage you to continue to be a true image of our loving Saviour
by allowing God’s Holy Spirit to overtake you so that you can
embrace the spirit of Saint John of God servant and prophet
afresh. May his example enable you to be brave in the stances you
make on behalf of the poorest and on whose behalf you raise your
voice.

Have among yourselves the same attitude that is also yours in Christ Jesus, 
Who, though he was in the form of God, 
did not regard equality with God something to be grasped. 
Rather, he emptied himself, 
taking the form of a slave, 
coming in human likeness; 
and found human in appearance,
he humbled himself, becoming obedient to death, even death on a cross. 
Because of this, 
God greatly exalted him 
and bestowed on him the name that is above every name,
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bend, 
of those in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father.

Philippians 2: 5-12

* Maria de los Cobos Y Mendoza, the third Duchess of Sessa offered
hospitality to Saint John of God in her palace at Valladolid in northern Spain.
She was very generous towards his endeavours and in his letters to her the
Saint praised her for her virtue.



Feast of Saint John of God - 8th March

Our Prior General has written to the Hospitaller family throughout
the world in celebration of the Feast of Saint John of God 2009.
We have printed a particularly pertinent section of his letter:
To the whole Order: Brothers, co-workers, benefactors, and all those we serve through
the charism of Hospitality.

Time to reflect and ask some
questions!

As with any activity, repetition can deprive
the event of real meaning. This can apply
even to liturgical feasts of the Church, e.g.
Christmas, Easter and, for us, the feast of
Saint John of God. The annual feast of
Saint John of God provides us, John's
followers, with the opportunity to reflect
on his life and the mission that he
bequeathed to us. I see this annual
celebration as an opportunity to renew our
commitment to the continuation of John's
work in the sprit and the manner that he
has shown us. We might also like to ask
ourselves some questions like: Why did

the Lord see fit to send this man, this
exemplary figure of a saint, among us?
We might reflect also on the reason why
we joined ourselves to the Hospitaller
Family and, perhaps more importantly, the
reason why we have stayed as a Brother
or a co-worker? As a co-worker mused at
a recent conference, we might ask the
question, where is John of God today? In
a practical, personal, way we might like to
ask ourselves the following question: In
my particular situation what would John of
God do? A final thought in this regard: In
these difficult times for so many people,
what would John of God's response be?

A time to remember

In keeping with what John of God would
wish and God's purpose in giving him to
us as a model, I believe that the
celebration of the feast of Saint John of
God should be much more than a purely
external or material celebration. It is, in my
view, a wonderful opportunity for us to
explore the truth, which this liturgical
celebration offers us.

We are often asked the reason why we
have certain people declared saints?
Without going into a deep theological
explanation, the more I have reflected on
this over the years and in particular as I
reflect on the lives of people like John of
God, Benedict Menni, Olallo Valdes and
Eustachio Kugler and others, I have come
to the conclusion that God in his mercy
and wisdom, knowing how difficult life
can be for us, has given us men and
women who serve as models for us on

our journey through life. For me John of
God is not just a model to follow as I
endeavor to live out my vocation in life,
but a companion, a friend and an
advocate on my journey.

The person we serve at the
centre of the celebrations

Celebrations, by their nature, are social
events that bring people together. We
have a long tradition that on the feast of
Saint John of God we try to provide
something special or different for the
people whom we are privileged to serve in
our centres or through the services that
we provide. For this reason, when we visit
one of our centres or services on March
8th or whenever the feast of Saint John of
God is celebrated, it is wonderful to see
our ‘guests’ experiencing companionship,
enjoying nice food, music and even
dancing or whatever events they are
capable of or wish to participate in.

Celebrations are also an expression of the
hospitality of Saint John of God. For a
short time at least the people who come
to us because of an illness or some other
need in their lives are able to set aside
their particular concerns and worries and
enjoy themselves. I am sure the sight of
people enjoying themselves, who
otherwise may be feeling depressed or
preoccupied with their particular need or
illness, gives John of God great pleasure.

I spent Christmas with our community in
China where the Order has a hospice for
people who are terminally ill, usually from
cancer. Here too we had a party for the
staff and clients on Christmas Eve. As the
people were very sick, and on particular
diets according to their need, special food
was not required but each client received
a nicely wrapped gift. One very sick man
mused, with a tear in his eye, that this
was the first time in his life that anyone
had ever given him a present. He lovingly
embraced his wife who had presented
him with the gift given to her by a co-
worker for her husband. At the threshold
of death this man was able to experience
the hospitality of Saint John of God
unaware that in a very short time (he died
some days later) he would be in the
presence of the God of Hospitality who
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would offer him the gift of eternal life, which is the great gift of
Christmas. Similar acts of hospitality are enacted every moment of
every day wherever the Order has a presence as its membership
strives to be true to the mission entrusted to them by reaching out
to the most vulnerable and needy brothers and sisters in our midst
to bring them healing, joy, the hope of a better future,
understanding and respect in a welcoming and caring
environment.

Heroes of Hospitality

As human beings we are always seeking people to look up to as
examples; people who can motivate us and support us in our
apostolate. Young people especially have their football, baseball,
cricket or tennis heroes or heroines whom they 'worship! As I
stated earlier, Angulo is a great model for the co-worker. He was
so close to John of God, sharing the way he worked and acted
and continuing John's work together with the Brothers long after
John had died. We also have our Saints and Blessed Brothers, like
our recently beatified Brother Olallo Valdes who for 54 years
tirelessly performed his apostolate, and even remained completely
alone for ten long years. Brother Olallo remained faithful to his
Hospitaller vocation, to the Church and to his mission, and never
neglected his prayer life. It is hardly a coincidence then that he too,
like the man he emulated with such precision, John of God,
became known as the "apostle of charity".

This year we shall have the joy of celebrating another beatification
in Regensburg, Bavaria, Germany. This time it will be Brother
Eustachio Kugler. Brother Eustachio is another edifying example
that the vocation of the Brother in the Church, when lived with the
fidelity and perseverance, leads to holiness. The beatification of
Brother Eustachio is further confirmation that the seed sown by
John of God has borne great spiritual fruit in those who have since
joined his project to put into practice the Gospel of Mercy. Brother
Eustachio had great compassion for the poor and the sick,
particularly for those suffering from a variety of mental health
problems or disabilities. In his prayers he committed himself totally
to God, and in his sincere veneration of the Lord and Our Lady, he
reiterated his desire to love his neighbour as he loved God. He
lived the spirit of the Beatitudes to the full, becoming the bearer of
the ‘Good News’.

A special message to all those we serve through
the Charism of Hospitality

On this feast of Saint John of God, whom the Church has declared
Patron Saint of all those who are suffering and those who care for
them, I address my final words in this letter to all those who find
themselves in a Saint John of God centre, or availing of a service
provided by the Order for whatever reason. If you are very ill or
suffering from a long-term illness or disability, you may be finding it
difficult to pray. In this case, your suffering accepted as best you
can, is your prayer — and a very powerful prayer. I realise that in
the face of human misery and suffering, the best words of comfort
do not explain suffering away; but they do proclaim the good news
that Christ has borne our sickness and endured our suffering.

Christ is with you therefore in your
suffering, offering healing to hearts
that may very well feel broken and
lonely at times.

The Brothers and co-workers who
care for you, or accompany you in
your time of need, want very much
to relieve your pain, soothe your
troubled soul or reduce the anxiety
that builds up inside sometimes.
They are there to help and support
you and your family and friends
who, because of your illness or
disability, are also hurting,
concerned and requiring a word of
comfort and hope.

Furthermore, I would like you to know that each day the Brothers
of Saint John of God in their more than 200 religious communities
across the world remember you and your needs in a special way
when they gather in their chapel to pray. They offer your pain, your
feelings and longings, your desire for healing and wholeness to the
Lord asking for his blessing on you, for healing courage and
strength for you and your loved ones. The Brothers do this in a
particular way as they gather around the altar to celebrate the
Eucharist and also in their individual or private prayer. We see this
as a very important expression of the hospitality that we profess.
As we are an international religious institute, spread across all five
continents in more than 50 countries, you can be assured that
night and day in some part of the world you, your needs and the
longings of your heart are remembered by the Brothers. I hope this
thought gives you some spiritual comfort.

Conclusion

In conclusion let us entrust ourselves, heart and soul, to Mary our
Mother of Good Counsel, and through the intercession of Saint
John of God let us ask our Lord to guide our steps and our daily
work, always for the good of those who turn to us to place
themselves in our care at times of special need.

I remain, as always, yours very sincerely in Saint John of God.

Brother Donatus Forkan, OH
Prior General

As human beings we are

always seeking people to

look up to as examples



He was born of a staunchly catholic family within a stone’s throw
of Birmingham City Football Club.  World War II gave him the
unusual distinction of being, as a young school boy, a war time
evacuee who later, when being eighteen years old was
conscripted into an infantry regiment, the PBT of the British Army.
Not long after the D Day invasion of the continent, he rushed over
to France, had endured the blast of a hand grenade and had been
taken into captivity as a Prisoner of War, and all this within six
months of call up!  When the war was over but before being
discharged from the Army and still in uniform, he finished his
service in Ghana.  Just two points come to mind, he used to say it
was the first time he had made the acquaintance of missionary
priests and, as a one-time bank clerk, he had been intrigued to
learn that ‘dash’ (bribery) seemed to be built into the structure of
West African government departments.

As a former pupil of the Oratorian School in Birmingham, he took
the name of Brother Phillip after Saint Phillip Neri, perhaps
significantly, known as the saint with a sense of humour.  At a later
date, Brother Phillip decided to revert to his Christian name and
thus became Brother Francis.  In those early days of formation we
were encouraged to make a daily examination of conscience to
help root out our faults and this to include a “particular examen”
on whatever was our predominant failing.  Among the patients in
our care was an elderly man, bed ridden and afflicted with
Parkinson’s disease.  To us young Brothers he seemed especially
demanding and he would often remind us that his son was a
priest, which seemed to imply he was not as the rest of men and
thus merited greater attention.  This trait, Brother Francis found
very trying on his patience and he once confided with a grin that
for months he had made this poor man his “particular examen”.

Brother had a great love of music along with a strong singing voice
and that special kind of musical memory that could always find the
correct pitch even without a tuning fork.  This of course is a great
asset when singing plain chant, in which he was accomplished.
Major liturgical feasts and anniversaries would see the two of us,
liber usualis in hand, singing the proper of the mass, in plain chant,
unaccompanied. He the adept and I the learner.

Still in the early days and the late and revered Brother Bernard had
succeeded in having Scorton hospital recognised as a state
registered nurse training school.  He had coaxed the nurse tutor
out of retirement and she in turn had asked for an assistant.  So
there was I, centre stage, being asked to teach the more mundane
aspects of hygiene, which meant fall pipes, damp proof courses,
sewage disposal – such exciting stuff and incongruously first aid.
It was fortunate that ere long Brother Francis hove into view and
with his good education, loftier IQ and that certain culture we were
able to swap roles.  I was thus freed to happily ascend to the top
floor, our holy mountain, where our rule reminded us that the
hardest work is reserved for the favourite child.

A later stage found Brother Francis again on the African continent
-  this time in Lusaka, the capital city of Zambia.  Here he was in
charge of the admission ward at Chainama Hill Psychiatric
Hospital, which meant sixty or so people suffering from various
psychoses, some of whom being acutely disturbed.  As often
happens, the missionary environment can reveal a latent talent,
and so it was with Francis who seemed to revel in this task.

He was helped in this by his remarkable memory for names.  In
those days it was in the nature of psychiatric treatment that
discharged patients often failed to continue taking their prescribed
medication and would require re-admission for further hospital
treatment.  Hence the expression, “swing door patients”.

When such a person arrived, often in handcuffs, Francis would
greet him warmly by name, and with a smile of recognition.  To
grasp the importance of this you would need to see this
unfortunate man, usually malnourished, battered and bewildered,
confused and out of touch with reality and here is a friend who
knows me and calls me by name.  “I was a stranger and you
welcomed me.”  You could see this was a great comfort.  In the
words of the hymn, culled from Isaiah “Fear not for I have
redeemed you, I have called you by name, I have called you by
name, you are mine.”  Treatment and recovery had begun.  The
accompanying policeman would again be reminded that we do
not admit “handcuffs”.

The work called for certain qualities, a good relationship with the
staff, careful record keeping, organising the treatment programme,
keeping the psychiatrists happy and of course a great concern for
the sick who were surely the least of God’s little ones, and nothing
was lacking.

Brother Francis Stevens, OH

Brother Francis Stevens, OH 
1926 - 2008

This is a largely anecdotal account,
short vignettes really, of a man who
in the early 1950’s joined the
Scorton community as a postulant
with the look of someone who
could hardly believe that he had
taken the plunge and whose first
words were “How often do you get
to go home?”

Lord remember me
when you come into

your Kingdom
6 
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Our next meeting, some years later, was at a rehabilitation centre in Zambia where we
had twenty or so children afflicted with various forms of physical disabilities.  The mother
usually stayed with the child, which meant nigh on forty people to feed.  In addition to
the children’s remedial work, Francis took on the task of shopping with its hundred mile
trips to Lusaka.  He dealt with the bank in a time of peculiar financial restrictions, and as
we Brothers were not “missionary” enough to get the local maize porridge. He
‘negotiated’ the  purchase of flour when it could not be obtained from the shops.

After my own departure, I learnt that he had nursed our Brother Casimir who, late in life,
had volunteered to return to Africa, and organised his subsequent funeral.  He also
cared for the occasional recuperating missionary priest and any Jesuit novice who had
fallen emotional casualty to the thirty day retreat.  In sum, those years of service in Africa
were unquestionably his vintage years.

On his return to England was this the time to “come apart and rest awhile?”, his labours
complete?  Well, his pilgrimage was not yet over.  Saint Teresa of Avila is often quoted as
telling God boldly, “It is no wonder you have so few friends when you treat them so
badly.” For what particular irony was this that he should soon become imprisoned with a
cruelly disabling form of that condition that long ago in his relative youth had been
incidental to his “particular examen?”

This form of Parkinson’s disease is a relentlessly crippling process bringing ever
decreasing mobility, concomitant aches and pains and often emotional stress.  As he
once commented wryly, “It becomes difficult to beam at all and sundry.”   Can you
believe as I do that every detail of life is arranged by a living God to lead me to himself:
that everything that happens is God’s hand upon us: that we are always in touch with
God; that everything is the results of God’s loving intervention?

Or that the answer of faith lies in the cry of Job,  “The lord has given, the Lord has taken
away, blessed be the name of the Lord?” The shorthand would be Mary’s, “fiat voluntas
tva” – be it done unto me according to thy word.

Holiness in this life will be without grandeur, beset with weakness and struggles (ask
Saint Paul) and the knowledge of my weakness can often teach me more about my
radical dependence on God.

Francis, I believe that you were eventually able to assert with Saint Paul, “I have suffered
the loss of all things,” and that you were led to grasp that God’s unconditional love calls
for unconditional trust.  Words, as ever, will always be inadequate, but you ran the race
to the finish, fought a good fight and kept the faith.  Thank you for what you taught me,
pray for us and ring out your joy to the Lord.

Francis Stevens , Hospitaller Brother of the Order of Saint John of God 

State registered nurse – Missionary

Buried in his parent’s grave in the Oscot College cemetery.  

May he rest in peace.

Brother Joeseph Caroll, OH

Truly I tell you,

this day you will be

with me in paradise
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On 29 November 2008, the Venerable
Brother José Olallo Valdés, a Brother of
the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God
who worked among Cuba’s sick and poor
in the 19th century was beatified in the
Cuban city of Camagüey.  It was the first
beatification ceremony held in Cuba. It
was an event that was taken up widely in
the mass media throughout the world.

Whilst it was the first ceremony to be held
in Cuba, Brother Olallo was not the first
Cuban to be beatified. Cuban-born Fray
José Lopez Piteira was beatified in 2007,
but the ceremony took place in Spain,
where he died during the Spanish Civil
War.

On the eve of the beatification, a cultural
gala in honour of Brother Olallo took
place. Camagüey artists performed from
the world of dance and music - each in
their chosen field expressed something of
the impact that our Blessed Brother had
made upon their lives. 

Cardinal José Saravia Martins, Cardinal
Emeritus of the Congregation for the
Causes of Saints, beatified the Cuban
Brother during a three hour mass in the
Plaza of Our Lady of Charity in Camaguey.

All the Cuban bishops, headed by Havana
Cardinal Jaime Ortega Alamini were in
attendance and were joined by dignitaries,
including Cuban President Raul Castro,
together with the little girl who had been
graced by the miracle, Daniela Cabrera
with her parents and her sister.  The
Hospitaller Order worldwide was
represented there, led by the Prior
General, Brother Donatus Forkan OH and
his Council.

After Fidel Castro came to power in an
armed revolution in 1959, Cuba expelled
priests, and Catholics faced decades of
official atheism. Ties improved after Cuba
guaranteed religious freedom in 1992 and
Pope John Paul II visited six years later.

Pilgrims from all Cuban dioceses
participated in the ceremony, which
featured a release of white doves and the
ringing of the bells in the nearby Church of
Saint John of God.  At the end of the
beatification, a procession accompanied
the reliquary with Brother Olallo’s remains
to the church, where they are kept.

As part of the ceremony the Archbishop of
Camagüey requested the reading of the
Beatification Decree, which was followed

by the reading of the Apostolic Letter
proclaiming the Brother of Saint John of
God José Olallo Valdés as Blessed,
signed by Pope Benedict XVI on 15 March
2008. 

After Mass, the Prior General, Br Donatus
Forkan, and the Postulator, Br Félix Lizaso
OH, gave a reliquary containing the relic of
Blessed Olallo to all the bishops present
there, and spoke about Brother Olallo – as
the ‘father of the poor’, ‘a man of God
and man of prayer’, ‘unassuming and
sober’, an outstanding Hospitaller who
gave himself wholly to the charism as
Saint John of God had done. 

Pope Benedict XVI released a statement
saying he hoped Olallo’s beatification will
“give renewed apostolic vitality” to
religious Cubans.

Brother Olallo was raised as an orphan after being abandoned by his mother a month after his
birth on 12 February 1820 in Havana. He was left at the entrance to the Casa Cuna San Jose
orphanage and education by the Daughters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul. After joining the
Hospitaller Brothers as a teenager, he moved to Camaguey to assist victims of the 1835 cholera
epidemic as a nurse.  He became known locally as the ‘champion of Christian charity’ and ‘father
of the poor’. He was also held in high regard for his skill as a surgeon and pharmacist, while at
the same time dedicating himself to teaching.

During his time in Camaguey, he suffered the consequences of the anti-religious laws that
suppressed all religious orders in Spanish territories. Nevertheless, he remained faithful to his
vows and, due to his popularity with the people, the civil authorities allowed him to remain at the
hospital, thus becoming the only remaining Brother of Saint John of God remaining in Cuba.

Cubans recognise a
Blessed José Olallo Valdés OH
hero of charity

‘The radical practice of our spirituality of mercy and hospitality is a path to holiness’
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The Miracle...
The miracle attributed to Brother Olallo was the
recovery of Daniela Cabrera Ramos from a form
of lymphoma.  She was diagnosed at the age of
three and was given little hope of survival due
to kidney complications. Her relatives,
neighbours and others in the Catholic
community united in prayer to Brother Olallo for
his intercession on Daniela’s behalf.  Yamila
Ramos, the mother of Daniela who is now 12,
said that her daughter was in renal failure for
five days, but that after they prayed for
intercession, an ultrasound showed no kidney
damage and no cancer.  

Daniela said she now feels like now she has an
obligation to give thanks to God for her miracle
“because in the hospital waiting room there
were many other children as sick as I was, and
they died. 
I feel very happy and content, because Brother
Padre Olallo chose me to make a miracle and
because he is now beatified.”

Beatification is the first step towards Roman
Catholic sainthood, though all of those beatified
do not necessarily become saints.

We wish to announce with great joy on this Palm Sunday that
yesterday, Saturday 15 March, the Holy Father Benedict XVI
authorised the Congregation for the Causes of Saints to promulgate
the Decree for the Beatification of our Venerable José Olallo Valdés
(1820-1889).

With the promulgation of this Degree, the Church has officially
approved a miracle attributed to our Venerable Servant of God and the
parties now clear to begin preparing the ceremony for the forthcoming
Beatification of José Olallo Valdés at Camagüey, Cuba.

Br José Olallo Valdés will be the second Beatus in the Cuban Church,
and the first to be beatified in Cuba, which will be a great ecclesial
event in the life of the Cuban Church, whose bishops in their recent
Christmas message call it “an event of profound significance for the
Church in Cuba”.

It is also a source of joy to the Order to have a new model of holiness,
which confirms that the radical practice of our spirituality of mercy
and hospitality is a path to holiness.

Altogether let us therefore join in thanksgiving to our Lord for this
definitive step, invoking the intercession of our Founder and the other
Hospitaller Saints.

Rome, 16 March 2008
Bro Félix Lizaso Berruete O.H.
Postulator

The ‘fish market group’ was still
working with, and for, the poor
who, at night, huddled away from
the cold under the closed stalls of
the market and the work-benches
and the scaffolding around the
cathedral which was then under
construction.  This group…set up a
shelter in the fish market ‘to which
they brought all the destitute ones
that they came across in the
streets.’
John of God: Father of the Poor
– Brian O’Donnell OH
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On Thursday 19th February 2009, His
Eminence Cardinal Cormac Murphy-
O’Connor, Archbishop of Westminster
formally opened and blessed the Olallo
Project. The project, which has been
established by the Hospitaller Order of
Saint John of God, The Passage and the
Congregation of the Poor Servants of
the Mother of God, is a response to the
plight of the hundreds of newly arrived
migrants into London who are falling into
homelessness.  From the outset, the
Cardinal has supported this initiative and
has been impatient to see this unique
work actually begin.

The project, based in central London,
provides short-term accommodation
together with training, and a
reconnections service aiming to provide
a service to meet the two most clearly
identified needs of its clients: assisting
people through a programme of training
and education into employment, and
where this is not possible, to develop a
reconnections service working in
partnership with agencies in the home
countries to establish a route home for
individuals. 

Presently, there is no service of this type
in the UK.  The Brothers of Saint John of
God are pioneering this work.

Development of the Project

By mid 2006 there was mounting
evidence that a number of migrant
workers arriving in Britain, as a result of
the EU expansion, were experiencing
homelessness on the streets of central
London. For the vast majority of migrant
workers the transition to life and work in
Britain is successfully negotiated with
little intervention by local services.
However, there are those who arrive
who are ill-prepared, or who came with
existing difficulties such as poor
language skills, illness, alcohol
dependency or debt.

Frustration grew at the lack of a positive
response from some key central

government departments. A partnership
was formed between The Passage, the
Poor Servants of the Mother of God and
the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of
God to offer some service to these
newly arrived migrants into London who
were falling into homelessness.  This
group drew on expert advice from
agencies and worked intensively on
developing a service specification and a
new working model for the project to
provide a service specifically focussed
on the needs of the clients.  The Poor
Servants of the Mother of God
generously agreed that one of their
premises, which had previously been
used as a place of welcome for poor
migrant women and later, homeless
people, could be used to provide the
base for this new project.  

The building has been newly refurbished
to provide up to thirty-two beds in eight
‘cluster’ style flats. Each cluster has its
own self-contained kitchen and shared
communal space. The layout is flexible
and can cater for a range of needs. At
the heart of the building is a newly
developed training suite providing
structured programmes, workshops and
ad hoc training sessions.  There are also
plans for a full commercial kitchen that
will double as a ‘training kitchen’ to
provide practical experience and a real
qualification for those wishing to get
qualified in basic level catering.
Caseworkers, the majority of whom are
fluent in Eastern European languages,
will work with each individual referred to
the service to agree a specific and
achievable employment goal. “At the
Olallo Project, we provide training
geared to their immediate training
needs. We have installed eight
computers at the project. They contain
training and job-seeking programmes in
Polish. We can efficiently map their skills
and qualifications, and match them up
with vacancies on employment
databases.” Dave Barratt, Project
Development Manager.

Sister Mary Whelan, Superior General of
the Poor Servants of the Mother of God,
said "We are delighted to be able to
offer the use of our property and
resources to enable the implementation
of this project. Our Foundress, Frances
Taylor, began the work of the
congregation by supporting the poor

Formal opening of the Olallo Project:
an accommodation based training and reconnections
centre for homeless workers from Central and
Eastern European Countries.

“If this is the last event
I attend as Cardinal,

I would be very proud.”
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and destitute in London.  This project
continues her fundamental vision and
values based on respect for the dignity of
each person and a desire to enable and
empower them through support,
education and training."

Brother John Martin, Provincial of the
Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God
said, “This is a unique service that is being
provided and will make a real difference to
the lives of many of those who find
themselves destitute in our capital.  We
have been able to make this provision as
a result of the generosity of other religious
orders and congregations, and partner
agencies. The Order is honoured to
manage this service, which will soon
become a model of good practice in this
field.

The Brothers of the Hospitaller Order of
Saint John of God have a tradition of
begging in order to meet the unmet needs
of the most marginalised in our society.
This project will cost £600,000 per year to
run and apart from a one-off contribution
of £50,000, there is no further funding
secured. Its survival will depend on the
financial generosity of people to support
the Brothers and this new work.

The Olallo Project has been named after
Blessed José Olallo Valdés, a Cuban
Brother of the Hospitaller of Saint John of
God, who dedicated his life to serving the
sick, the wounded and dying on both
sides in Cuba’s first war on independence
from Spain, and the victims of cholera. He
was beatified on 29 November 2008,
which heralded the first beatification
ceremony to be held in Cuba. It was an
event that was taken up widely in the
mass media throughout the world.

The Partnership with the
Hospitaller Order:

The Passage is the largest provider of day
centre services to rough sleepers in
Central London offering a wide range of
individually tailored support services. In
addition to day centre services it has
extensive experience of street based
outreach and has been providing
reconnection style interventions to
domestic and A10 rough sleepers for a
number of years. It operates two central
London accommodation projects housing
over 200 rough sleepers in the past year.  

The Sisters of the Poor Servants of the
Mother of God have worked with the poor
and destitute in London for one hundred
and forty years.  They are an international
congregation providing social care,
pastoral support and outreach work in the
UK, Ireland, Africa and North America.

Volunteers Wanted!
• Reception work
• Talking and helping with guests
• English language tuition
• Cleaning
• Cooking

For an application form, please contact:
Brother Michael Newman,
The Olallo Project, PO Box 64244,
London NW11W 8AT.
Email: michaelnewman@sjog.org.uk

The latest intelligence count on the 2nd

September 2008 identified 42 A10 nationals

sleeping rough in Westminster alone.

The Catholic Parish of Our Lady
of Sorrows and Saint Philip
Benizi in Fordingbridge,
Hampshire celebrated Saint
Patrick’s Day in style. They
raised £350.00 towards the
Olallo Project in London.
Kneeling is Father Des Connolly
SMM, a co-worker of the
Hospitaller Order. It would be
wonderful if other parishes
around the country would
organise events in aid of this
new work of our Province.

The Passage

“When I was sitting in the
lobby of the centre, I just
thought to myself,
Saint John of God would
be so proud of us.”

Brother Mark Morgan OH



The Olallo Project is a wonderful example of
collaboration between three organisations
choosing to risk much in order to meet an unmet
need.  Though quite different in character all three
groups find their core values within the example
and teaching of Jesus, and through the
charismatic interpretation of his life offered by
their founders, have brought a loving and
responsive presence amongst those who find
themselves on the margins of our society.

Through the charism of Saint John of God we keep the
merciful presence of Jesus of Nazareth alive within time.
Hospitaller Constitutions: 2.

Returning to our ‘founding stories’ is an important tool in being
faithful to the original dreams and aspirations of any organisation.
This is certainly true for our Brothers and co-workers of the
Hospitaller family, but it is equally true of the Poor Servants of the
Mother of God and The Passage. By honouring our beginnings
and allowing ourselves to be transformed by their creative spiritual
energy we discover within ourselves the same courage our
‘founders’ needed to undertake enormous tasks.

Frances Taylor
Founder of
‘The Poor Servants
of the Mother of God’
The Poor Servants of the Mother of
God are a Catholic Religious
Congregation, providing care,
educational, religious, and health
services in the United States of
America, Europe, Africa and South
America.

Their founder was Frances Taylor who moved to London 1842
following the death of her father, an Anglican Clergyman. Frances
was shocked by the dirt, poverty and squalor of nineteenth
century London. The plight of so many of the poor moved her to a
place of compassion and action.  Being an educated woman she
started a school for poor boys realising that education was the key
to giving these children a choice and the possibility of a better
future. 

The Crimea

In 1854 she joined a group of nurses led by Florence Nightingale,
which was sent out to tend to the wounded soldiers of the
Crimean War. Fifteen Sisters of Mercy were among these women.
Their dedication and religious beliefs, along with the aspirations of
the dying Catholic soldiers, impressed Frances. As a result of
these encounters, Frances Taylor was received into the Catholic
Church on 14th April 1855.

Back in London

When she returned to England she discovered that her own family
finances had taken a severe downturn. She turned to writing and
published her first book “Eastern Hospitals and English Nurses”,
which was an account of the appalling conditions in the Crimea.
She continued her writing throughout the rest of her life producing
books and articles.

Religious Life

Frances continued to work among the poor in London and felt a
calling to religious life. In 1869 after the death of her mother,
Frances founded her own congregation: The Poor Servants of the
Mother of God.  Frances Taylor, known as Mother Magdelen, died
on 9th June 1900. 

The power of her vision and her spirit continues in the works done
in her name today. A fine example of this is the support and energy
the sisters have brought to the Olallo Project.

Vincent de Paul
Founder of ‘Daughters of Charity of
Saint Vincent de Paul’
The Passage is a constitutional
partnership between the Daughters
of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul
and Westminster Cathedral. Vincent
was a missionary priest and a major
social reformer in 17th century
Europe. He believed in action rather
than words and in hands-on service
to vulnerable people that was
practical and holistic. He took risks,
was innovative and worked with all
sections of society, whilst challenging
anything in Church or State that was
detrimental to the needs of
vulnerable people of all kinds. His
influence continues today under the
auspices of many groups that bear his name. Thus The Passage is
part of a 400-year old international experience of the alleviation of
poverty. In 1863, Vincent's Daughters of Charity opened the
building on Carlisle Place, which is currently the home of The
Passage Day Centre, The Passage Outreach Project and Montfort
House, and the work for homeless people can be traced back to
that time. 

The Passage respects and celebrates its founding ethos, retaining
close links with the Daughters of Charity and Westminster
Cathedral, and enjoys the support of a wide range of individuals
and organisations. In keeping with its long tradition, The Passage
strives to represent a respect for freedom, a passion for justice
and a sharing of compassion for those otherwise passed by as
invisible, set aside as having no social worth or disregarded as
politically without influence. 

Working in Partnership

In putting our charism into practice, we feel particularly
united with those institutes, associations and movements,
which have a mission similar to ours. 
Hospitaller Constitutions: 6.
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Frances Taylor went out to the Crimean War as a
member of the Church of England. Her experience
of the Irish Sisters of Mercy and the way in which
they lovingly cared for the wounded made her
reconsider her faith commitment and the future
direction of her life.  On her return to England she
become a Roman Catholic and founded the Poor
Servants of the Mother of God.  What was it that
the Irish Sisters of Mercy did that caused such a
reaction in Frances?  How did they express Gospel
Hospitality in the merciless conditions in the
Balkans? Siobhan Horgan Ryan tells their story.

The Crimean War lasted from 28 March 1853 until 1 April 1856
and was fought between Imperial Russia on one side and an
alliance of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, the
Second French Empire, the Kingdom of Sardinia, and to some
extent the Ottoman Empire on the other.

In autumn 1854, press reports from the Times’ war correspondent
highlighted gross deficiencies in British military hospitals dealing
with the sick and wounded of the Crimean War, prompting the War
Office to appeal for respectable women to nurse the wounded.
Three types of woman answered the War Office call – philanthropic
ladies, paid nurses and religious sisters, both Catholic and
Anglican. Among this latter group were fifteen Mercy Sisters from
various convents in Ireland and England - all under the control of
the mother superior of the Convent of Mercy, Kinsale, Co Cork
(Mother Mary Francis Bridgeman).

The Mercy Sisters had had experience of home nursing in the
houses of the poor since the first European cholera epidemic in
1832. Gradually this work expanded and, by the outbreak of the
Crimean War in 1854, the Sisters had gained much valuable
domiciliary nursing expertise and had laid plans to open hospitals
in Dublin and Cork. The Crimean War allowed these women to
apply the nursing skills they had acquired and to gain public
recognition for their nursing care. Although much of the work was
necessarily surgical, nevertheless there was a very high incidence
of infectious disease, such as cholera and typhus, with which the
nuns were already very familiar. A second consideration was
political – to showcase the benefits of Catholicism. Despite the
removal of the last vestiges of the Penal Laws with Catholic
Emancipation, a suspicion nevertheless remained in the
establishment mind about the motives of the Catholic hierarchy.
The Catholic Bishop of Southwark, London urged the Mercy
Sisters in Bermondsey to volunteer and also contacted the Irish
hierarchy, who in turn encouraged Irish convents of Mercy to
participate in the endeavour. 

The first contingent of volunteers was made up of Nightingale
herself, some paid nurses, some Anglican Sisters and two groups
of Catholic sisters – one group from the Convent of Mercy at
Bermondsey. Meanwhile, the second contingent had departed
from London, including Mother Bridgeman’s group, which
comprised eleven sisters from Irish Convents, three from Liverpool
and one from Chelsea. 

All the sisters kept a diary of their time away but only three survive.
Mother Bridgeman’s party of fifteen sisters left London on 2nd
December 1854 with nine ‘ladies’ and twenty-three paid nurses
under the superintendence of Mary Stanley. When they arrived at
Constantinople, a message was sent to Scutari, but Nightingale
replied that the War Office had made a mistake and she had
neither work nor accommodation for more nurses and sisters.
Something of a stand-off ensued, with the ladies and nurses
staying in accommodation belonging to the British Ambassador
and the nuns staying with French Sisters of Charity in their convent

nearby. Eventually Nightingale agreed to accept five nuns to work
at the Barrack Hospital, Scutari, on the understanding that
Bridgeman was free to withdraw them at any time. This left the
remaining ten nuns and Stanley’s group to cool their heels until
placements could be found for them. Eventually a deal was
worked out whereby the ten unemployed sisters would be sent to
nurse in hospitals at Koulali hospitals, further up the coast. The
remaining five sisters were given a choice to either remain at
Scutari Barrack Hospital, where Florence Nightingale was based,
or transfer to Scutari General Hospital. They opted to transfer.

Two days later the remaining ten went to Koulali. When they
arrived there they found that conditions there were even worse
than at Scutari. There was no where to cook special diets for the
patients and the wards were dirty – ‘disorder, filth and
wretchedness’ and had to be scrubbed before patients could be
admitted. 

Each ward had a nun, a secular lady, two paid nurses and
orderlies. The ladies had more difficulties in adjusting than the
nuns who, during their novitiate, had received instruction in the art
of nursing. The ladies, on the other hand, usually had only the
experience of nursing a sick relative at home although a few had
received some instruction in Saint John’s House Training Institution
for Nurses in London, set up in 1848 to train Anglican nurses in
the art of home nursing for the poor.

Relations between Bridgeman and Nightingale remained cool. The
two clashed continuously over nursing duties and control of the
nuns. Nightingale insisted that nursing care should be restricted to
patients suffering from battle wounds, as those suffering from
diarrhoea, fevers and infectious disease merely needed rest.

The nuns had had years of experience in nursing infectious
patients, including cholera, and had a completely different view of
what constituted nursing care. Also, Nightingale’s system
excluded certain duties that the nuns felt were part of nursing
responsibilities, such as night duty (‘watching’),
administration of medicines, stimulants and food, and
superintending the preparation and cooking of ‘extras’ or
special diets. According to Bridgeman, before the
sisters went home, Florence Nightingale visited her
and took notes on their system of nursing. “Miss
Nightingale took notes of our manner of nursing
which Revd Mother explained to her as she
hoped someone might profit of it.” Nightingale
subsequently published a book on ‘Nursing
Notes’ which, it has been argued, borrowed
significantly from the ‘careful nursing’ system
carried out by the Sisters of Mercy. 

The Crimean War was the first public
manifestation of the Mercy system of
nursing, where care was delivered by a
distinct, cohesive, obedient, morally
unassailable, well managed, socially
superior group of women who were
experienced in the nursing care of
infectious disease and used to privation.

The Irish Sisters of Mercy and the Crimean War
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Hospitaller Services

Saint John of God
Hospitaller Services in
Scotland
Staff and people who use the Charity’s
services in Scotland had cause to enjoy
several celebrations leading up to
Christmas. The first, “rolling back the
years”, an event to reminisce and
remember the ‘good old days’ caught the
imagination of not only the staff and
people who use the services, but also a
large number of the community in
Neilston.

Saint Andrew’s Day was celebrated, along
with the Brothers, with a party for the
people using the services and staff.

And finally, Christmas…

1 Bede’s Close, Thornton
celebrates one year of service

I began employment with Saint John of God Hospitaller Services to
work in a new service now known as Saint Raphael’s, which is a
four-bedded home offering 24-hour registered care and support for
people with challenging behaviour.  The home opened in January
2008 and is purpose built to an extremely high specification that
meets the needs of our four residents.

It has been a great experience for me to be part of this dedicated
staff team and supporting the people who use this service to settle
into their new home, gain more independence and access the
community on a regular basis. 

Since moving to Bede’s Close the people who we support are
enjoying a wide range of activities.  Laura for example loves to go
shopping and bowling, and Rajesh and Paul enjoy going out for
walks in the local area and for drives.  We know all their likes and
dislikes and work hard to ensure the list of likes is what we promote
and the dislikes, unless necessary like a haircut, are kept to a
minimum!

As we are entering the second year of the service, we will continue
to provide excellent support and accommodation for the people
living here.

Beckie Marr
Senior Support Worker
Saint Raphael’s
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SOUTHERN REGION CONSULTATION DAY FOR PEOPLE WHO
USE THE SERVICES – THURSDAY 13TH NOVEMBER 2008

On Thursday 13th November 2009, people who use the services in the
southern region were invited to attend their annual consultation, where they
had the opportunity to give the organisation feedback on how well the
services are doing, highlight things that they would like improved, and to let
us know if there are any gaps in the service provision.  The day was well
attended by people who use services in the Southern region, representatives
from Saint Bede’s House, Darlington and for the first time people from the
Central region. 

The main themes from this year’s consultation day were: 

• In general people are happy with the services they receive.

• People feel they are part of the Order.

• People would like to get more involved in activities such as recruiting staff, 
training staff, designing information they receive and producing 
information in other media e.g. DVDs, audio CD letters. 

• They would like more information on what the Order is planning for the 
future and where will we be in ten years time?”

• They would like more information on Saint John of God’s history.

• They would like Information about ‘stepping forward’,  i.e. moving on to 
more independence or a more supported environment, and would like the 
opportunity to be involved in preparing this.  

• People would like more social activities and suggested the setting up of a 
social group to organise activities, which would include staff and Brothers.  

The Consultation day planning group, made up from volunteers of people
who use the services worked tirelessly for the 6 months leading up to the day
to ensure that it was one of the most successful days to date.  We have
already started to plan for the 2009 Consultation Day which is taking place on
Thursday 30th July at All Saints Pastoral Centre, London Colney.

A New Province.
Brother John Stretton, OH

The year 2010 is a special year for the
Provinces of the Venerable Bede in
Britain and the Province of Our Lady in
Ireland, as both Provinces will be
suppressed and a new Province will be
created.

As I reflect on the years past, the saying “We stand on the
shoulders of giants” comes to mind.  Let us not forget all
those men and women who through their courage, faith and
hard work brought our two Provinces into being. We
remember those co-workers, benefactors and Brothers who
have died.  May they be rewarded for all they did to advance
the mission of the Order here in Britain, in Ireland and on the
missions. 

“With the coming of evening that same day, he said to them,
‘Let us cross over to the other side’… Then it began to blow
a gale and waves were breaking into the boat so that it was
almost swamped.  But Jesus was in the stern, his head on
the cushion, asleep. They woke him and said to him, ‘Master,

do you not care?  We are going down!’ And he woke up and
rebuked the wind dropped, and all was calm again. Then he
said to them, ‘Why are you so frightened?” 
Mark 4:35-40

I arise today through a mighty strength; O Lord, be ever with
us. Amen

The creation of a new Province is a major piece of work.
Both Provincial leadership teams are fully engaged with
this task. A joint Provincial Chapter will take place between
1st and 5th of February 2010.  During the Chapter, the new
Provincial of the new Province of Britain and Ireland will be
elected. The new Province will incorporate Ireland, New
Jersey, Malawi, England, Scotland and Wales.

The Provincial Curia will be based at Stillorgan in Ireland,
where the Irish Provincial Curia is currently based.



The Hospitaller Brothers of
Saint John of God have been at
the forefront in this country in
the provision of safe housing
and holistic care of the victims
of sex trafficking and domestic
slavery.  They have worked in
partnership with the many
religious congregations working
in Britain who have collaborated
with Sister Ann Teresa, founder

of The Medaille Trust, in the battle against trafficking of
persons. The Brothers provide all the necessary
administration to enable the Trust to run the best safe
houses in the country for victims of trafficking. The
following articles remind us of why the Brothers have
been involved from the beginning of the Catholic
Church’s response to this heinous crime against some of
the most vulnerable people on our planet.

The following has been reproduced by kind permission of The
Herald and their chief reporter, Lucy Adams.   

The Herald Friday 6th February 2009
227th year No. 10

Herald investigation reveals; No prosecutions; No
safe houses for victims; No priority given to
catching the human trafficking gangs.

Sold into misery: 700 sex slaves living in Scotland

Up to 700 victims of human trafficking for sexual exploitation are
living in Scotland, but there have been no successful persecutions,
a confidential government report reveals.

Details of the unpublished report emerged as part of a three
month Herald investigation into human trafficking, which has found
that sex slavery of both women and children is just one part of a
growing illegal trade in human beings.

The Herald investigation reveals:

• No safe houses to look after women and children north of the 
border.

• No successful prosecutions despite a disproportionately high 
number of victims found in Scotland during the last UK wide 
criminal investigation.

• Senior officers concerned that human trafficking is not a high 
priority for already over stretched police, and that not enough is
being done to gather intelligence.

• Most of the victims “rescued” in raids have disappeared.

• Women and children are being re-trafficked, in the UK and in 
their source countries.

During the investigation, The Herald recorded the testimony of
several women who had been brought into the UK to work in the
sex industry and suffered appalling abuse. 

The International Labour Organisation estimated the value of the
human trafficking market of women and children for sexual
exploitation at £14.2 billion and for forced labour at £16.2 billion
annually.

One senior officer said: “We just have to look to find it.  The
problem is, at the minute we are not looking hard enough.  This is
just not about sexual exploitation.  A significant part of it is in
industry, agriculture and domestic servitude. Most of the forces
look at it as part of tackling serious and organised crime.  But for
some of the forces, serious and organised crime is not a strategic
priority.  Forces are working flat-out on other local issues but
because we are not pushing for more intelligence on human
trafficking there is not the intelligence to go after it.  It is a vicious
circle.”

Detective Superintendent Michael Orr, spokesman on human
trafficking for Acpos, the body that represents chief police officers
in Scotland, said: “We see adverts offering a choice of Thai,
Brazilian and Chinese women.  There will be different stories
behind each of them, but to get to the bottom of it would take a
significant amount of investigation.  Yet it is absolutely worthy of
our investigation and work.  We need to look at improving and
enhancing our approach and training officers in best practice.  We
are trying to address issues of cultural understanding and trust.
There is a multitude of problems in terms of people from foreign
countries who don’t trust the police.  The scale of the problem is
far greater than the current figures.  I think it is getting worse.  With
the opening of all the EU borders we find now that people don’t
need to be trafficking covertly with false passports, but that now
victims are often coerced or duped by the people in their home
towns and cities.

On 1st April this year the Council of Europe Convention Against
Trafficking in Human Beings will come into force in the UK.  It
should improve the care and protection provided to victims, but
there are concerns that the UK’s implementation does not go far
enough.

Currently, trafficked women stay in supported accommodation or
hotels for a 30 day period of “reflection”.  Under the convention
they will be allowed 45 days, with extensions of up to a year.
However, the UK Border Agency, the body responsible for
deporting illegal immigrants will be the final arbiter in identifying
victims – a role support groups believe should be covered or
supplemented by them.

The Medaille Trust

“John of God created from nothing an alternative model
for the citizen, the Christian, and the Hospitaller serving
those who were abandoned by all.  This prophetic
hospitality was a leaven of renewal in the world of care
and in the Church.  The model created by Saint John of
God also acted as a critical conscience and guide to
sensitise others to take up new attitudes and practise new
ways of aiding the poor and the deprived.” 
Charter of Hospitality
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Catholic Church fights human trafficking and slavery

The Catholic Church has assumed a pastoral responsibility to promote the human
dignity of persons exploited through trafficking and slavery and to advocate for their
liberation and economic, educational, and formative support.

Pope Benedict echoed the condemnation made by Pope John Paul II in June 1995 of
the "hedonistic and commercial culture, which encourages the systematic sexual
exploitation of young girls and boys.

In May 2002, at the International Conference "Twenty-First Century Slavery — The
Human Rights dimension to Trafficking in Human Beings" (organised by U.S.
Ambassador to the Holy See Jim Nicholson and hosted by the Gregorian University)
that Pope John Paul II wrote a "Letter to Archbishop Jean-Louis Tauran," Secretary
for Relations with States:

"The trade in human persons constitutes a shocking offense against human
dignity and grave violation of fundamental human rights. Already the Second
Vatican Council had pointed to 'slavery, prostitution, the selling of women
and children, and disgraceful working conditions where people are treated
as instruments of gain rather than free and responsible persons' as
'infamies' which 'poison human society, debase their perpetrators' and
constitute 'a supreme dishonour to the Creator' (Gaudium et Spes, 27). Such
situations are an affront to fundamental values, which are shared by all
cultures and peoples, values rooted in the very nature of the human person.
... Who can deny that the victims of this crime are often the poorest and most
defenseless members of the human family, the 'least' of our brothers and
sisters? ... The disturbing tendency to treat prostitution as a business or
industry not only contributes to the trade in human beings, but is itself
evidence of a growing tendency to detach freedom from the moral law and to
reduce the rich mystery of human sexuality to a mere commodity."

At a recent Vatican-sponsored conference, "The First International Meeting of
Pastoral Care for the Liberation of Women of the Street," an initiative was written by
the Pontifical Council for Migrants and Travellers aimed to offer help and pastoral care
to victims, especially in sexual slavery. The document stated the importance of
recognizing that sexual exploitation, prostitution, and trafficking of human beings are
all grave violations of basic human rights. 

One remarkable person working within the Church is Sister
Eugenia Bonetti, M.C., who represents the Italian Union of Major
Superiors [USMI] from Rome, Italy. After a 24-year apostolate as
a Consolata Missionary Sister in Kenya, Sister Eugenia, a leader
of "Orders of Women Religious," now as coordinator of anti-
trafficking strategies in Rome, discovered an underworld of
human trafficking and slavery while working with illegal
immigrants in Turin in 1991. Sister Eugenia coordinates the work
of 250 religious nuns from 70 different world congregations
working full time in anti-trafficking, helping mostly enslaved
women and young girl immigrants who are enslaved in
prostitution to regain their freedom and independence.

Another heroic advocate to free the slaves is Father Oreste Benzi, President of the
Pope John XXIII Community, a private international group. Father Benzi told Vatican
Radio recently, "Above all, Christians must be conscious of their great responsibility, in
virtue of their faith. At present, this is limited to only some sectors of the Church and
the whole Catholic Church does not do it. Parish priests and ecclesial movements
have a key role to play."

The Medaille Trust

The Medaille Trust provides services to
victims of trafficking rescued from sexual
exploitation and domestic servitude. Over
50 victims from 23 different countries have
been supported in the last two years. The
main source countries have been Nigeria
and Romania.  The victims are provided
with holistic support in a safe secure
environment this includes:

• Accommodation

• Clothing and personal items

• Food which is culturally sensitive

• Emotional, physical and spiritual support

• Support to access healthcare and 
counselling

• Support with the asylum process 
including finding a specialist solicitor

• Individual support plans with a key 
worker

• Education including English as a second
language, cookery skills, money 
recognition and money management

• Financial allowance

• Support to return to home country if 
appropriate

• Support to move on into their own flat or
bedsit with a women’s housing 
association

• maintaining contact with the woman.  

The Medaille Trust also campaigns and
raises awareness on these issues.
Networking and participating in various
groups furthers input into the UK policy.

www.medaille.co.uk
Registered Charity No. 1117830
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Healthcare Conference
Faith in Health - Sustaining vocation and professionalism in healthcare today.

A dynamic conference for healthcare professionals examining vocation, spirituality and professionalism was held in July 2008 at St Mary’s
University College, Twickenham. This key conference brought together healthcare professionals from across the country to further the
current debate about vocation and professionalism within the NHS. The Conference also provided a space for healthcare professionals to
reflect on the spiritual basis of their vocation to work in healthcare. The conference was awarded twelve Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) credits (non-clinical) by the Royal College of Physicians. The Provincial, Brother John Martin OH, attended on behalf of
the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God.

Key speakers included: Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O'Connor, Baroness Julia Cumberlege, Sir Cyril Chantler and Dr James Hanvey SJ.
We present here an abridged version of the address given by His Eminence Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor:

“Spiritual Challenges in Healthcare today”

When the National Health Service was founded 60 years ago, my father was opposed to it. He had by then built up a successful GP
practice and was, in his own way, able to subsidise those who could not afford treatment.  He came round later, and by the time he retired
had become a firm supporter of the NHS. I later discovered that it was not just my father who had a problem at the time. In October 1947
my predecessor wrote to Mr Bevan: “The bishops are concerned because it would appear that the National Health Service Act leaves no
room for Catholic Hospitals and as these have been running successfully for so many years, they are not prepared to allow them to be
transferred without satisfactory guarantees that their Catholic character shall be preserved.” 

The Catholic Church, especially through the religious orders of nursing brothers and sisters, has always seen the vocation to care for the
sick as a primary expression of its Gospel mission. In terms of the social teaching of the Church the objection was one based on
‘subsidiarity’ – should the state be taking over the management of voluntary hospitals that in many cases were superbly run with a deeply
Catholic ethos? Aneurin Bevan’s cry that “we are all equal in the face of illness” inspired generations to see their vocation and calling in
serving others through working in healthcare. It has been remarkably enduring.

Sixty years on, the NHS faces a range of very different and difficult challenges, which includes an even deeper one to do with ethos and
values underlying what such a service exists to do. A recent report from Lord Darzi on the future of the NHS, “High quality care for all”,
emphasises the need for the service to focus on enhancing the quality of care “with patients treated with compassion, dignity and respect”.
Despite the great and wonderful work that so many do in our NHS today as in the past, there seems to be a question about what is at the
heart of this service now.  At the annual NHS Confederation Conference last month, one of the key topics set out for discussion in the
futures debate was about compassion. A very thoughtful paper, entitled “Compassion in Healthcare – the missing dimension of healthcare
reform?” started with this statement:

“There is a concern that, despite the increasing scope and sophistication of healthcare, the huge resources devoted to it and the focus on
improvement, it is still failing at a fundamental level. Caring and compassion, the basics of care delivery, and the human aspects that define
it seem to be under strain.”

Ethics in Healthcare

‘Serving life must extend to protecting nascent life and
continue through the brotherly accompaniment of all those
who are suffering from disease, alienation, marginalisation or
need, respecting, defending and promoting their dignity as
persons, Special attention must be paid to people in the final
stage of their earthly existence.’ 
Charter of Hospitality

The Hospitaller Brothers of Saint John of God understand
that one of their key roles is the evangelisation of the world
of healthcare.  This is done by their loving presence within
the services they have responsibility for, and in their
contribution to the ethical issues that arise constantly in
the developing world of medical science with its ever
changing values surrounding life issues. The following
articles bring to our attention some of the issues our
society is reflecting upon.
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Whilst the paper confirms the desire of the vast majority of healthcare staff to do their best to serve the
patients in their care and to meet their needs, it then notes how the system has evolved to frustrate
this. I was very struck by the following comment: “the acid test for me is the supervisors’ response to
witnessing a staff nurse sitting quietly with a patient for ten or 15 minutes, to be present and to listen to
concerns. In almost all of the hospitals I have worked in, that behaviour would be reprimanded not
rewarded”.

This is precisely an area in which faith can help, and its contribution needs to be recognised. I heard of
a hospital trust that had received, for the first time in a long time, a number of thank you letters from
elderly patients after they had left hospital. And they wanted to thank the recently recruited Philippino
nurses who had looked after them, and who had spent time with them caring for them and being with
them. It is no secret, I think, within the NHS that the many Catholic trained Philippino nurses who have
come to work in the UK have brought with them a different culture and ethos that places a deep
respect and attentive care of the whole person at the heart of what they do. This is particularly true of
the care of the very old, who as we all know constitute the vast majority of those receiving regular care
at home or in hospital.

I am sceptical about the extent to which the delivery of compassionate care can be effectively
enhanced by having external targets. One suggestion is that there should be “compassion index”,
where nurses are to be rated according to the levels or care and empathy they give. But compassion
can't be 'professionalised' or monitored or indexed - you might have behaviour which can tick boxes,
but that won't necessarily be 'compassion' - indeed it might very well be the way to stop it!

So how can a culture of compassion be nurtured? Compassion is a human response. It is a gift, not a
skill or something that one can be trained for. Compassion is a 'being with' the other in their distress or
suffering - it is not passive but active. It may produce material responses which alleviate the stress, or it
may just be the gift of a caring and understanding presence. It is the capacity to recognize fear, anxiety
or suffering in another and to imagine what it is like to be this person - it is a profoundly human capacity
which goes beyond feelings.

It is that compassion and professionalism do not necessarily always go together: if this was the only
choice on offer, we would all probably want our emergency appendectomy done by the competent but
heartless surgeon rather than the kindly but ineffective one. But what is critical is that the culture of
healthcare and the NHS remains ‘humane’ for all who work in it and are treated in it. If respect for the
whole person is truly at the centre of decision making throughout the service, then we will not need to
worry too much about measuring compassion, it will be there and evident in everything.

I strongly believe that at this juncture in its history, the explicit recognition of the faith commitment of
many of those who work in the NHS could help in promoting the necessary cultural change at all levels
in the NHS. In the end, people will only provide real care if they genuinely believe the other person
matters, and the service has the respect of the person at its heart. And this crucially depends on the
operating ethos of the service, which for the NHS as much as for the Church is not so much about
what we say, as what we do.

Cardinal Cormac Murphy-O’Connor

‘Respect for the dignity of the human person, created in the image and likeness of God,
requires everyone, without exception, to consider their neighbour as ‘another self’… The
dignity of every human being is a fact, whatever anomalies may afflict them, and whatever
limitations may be placed on them, or whatever the level of social alienation to which they
have been reduced.’
Charter of Hospitality

It is always that our chief concern
is the sick or needy person, and we are

so imbued with our mission that those

who work with us feel inspired
to behave in the same way

Constitutions of the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God
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The Mystery of Suffering:
How Should I Respond? 
Kenneth R. Overberg, SJ
From Catholic Update 

Suffering surrounds us. Mental and physical illness, poverty and
starvation, wars and violence of all kinds overwhelm individuals,
communities, entire nations. We ourselves experience suffering. It might
be broken relationships and alienated families, accidents and disease,
failed dreams or boring jobs, in dying and death. How many people suffer
from addictions, abuse and other forms of violence! 

A terrible image of suffering now burns in the memories of so many of us:
planes burying themselves into the World Trade Centre and erupting in
giant fireballs. Shock and horror led to grief and lament, heroism and
vengeance, and to questions about God. "How could God allow this to
happen?" "Where is God in all this suffering?" Those directly involved in
suffering often ask, "Why did this happen to me?" and sometimes even,
"What did I do wrong to be punished in this way?" 

Jesus and suffering 

From the Gospels we learn three important points about Jesus and suffering. Books can and have been written about them. Here they are
in brief: 

1. Jesus resisted and eliminated suffering. Many Gospel stories tell of Jesus healing the blind and sick. Matthew’s Gospel summarises:
"Then Jesus went about all the cities and villages, teaching in their synagogues and proclaiming the good news of the kingdom, and curing
every disease and every sickness." (9:35). 

2. Jesus rejected suffering as punishment for sin. Deeply embedded in the Hebrew tradition is the conviction that suffering is
punishment for sin, called the "Law of Retribution." The people in exile in Babylon, for example, interpreted their exile as God’s punishment
for their failure to follow the covenant faithfully. This conviction appears in many religions and cultures. Jesus, however, rejected it. Matthew’s
Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount describes God as beyond all that, "for he makes his sun rise on the bad and the good, and causes rain
to fall on the just and the unjust." (Mt 5:45). 

Similarly, John’s Jesus heals the blind man and explicitly rejects the idea that suffering is punishment for sin. Jesus tells those listening,
"Neither he nor his parents sinned; it is so that the works of God might be made visible through him" (see Jn 9:1-41, especially 2-5). 

Finally, consider Luke 13:4-5, a question about people who died in the tragic collapse of the tower of Siloam. Jesus indicates that the
victims were not killed due to some sin or guilt on their part. Everyone, he says, needs to repent, to turn towards God. 

3. Jesus trusted a compassionate, present God. The Gospels reveal Jesus’ intimate, loving relationship with God.  The Prodigal Son
(Lk 15:11-32) tells us a lot about the father. He allows his son freedom even to waste the inheritance. He watches for his return; he forgives
the son without any bitterness, throwing a party to celebrate; he goes out to console the angry older brother. Even as he faced suffering and
death, Jesus remained faithful to his mission entrusted to him by this ‘loving parent’ God. In the Resurrection, God vindicates Jesus’
faithfulness. 

Interpreting a terrible death 

The life and teaching of Jesus highlighted the healing presence of a God of love and life. In the end, however, Jesus suffered a horrible
execution. The mystery of suffering and death, first Jesus’ and later others’, led the early Christian communities to search for light and
meaning. They looked to their own culture and their Hebrew Scriptures for possible interpretations. These insights found their way into their
preaching and eventually into the New Testament. 

From Jewish culture they knew about ransom. From their Jewish practices they also experienced sacrifice and atonement. From their
Wisdom literature (the Book of Wisdom is an example) they were familiar with the theme of the vindication of the Innocent Sufferer. From the
prophet Isaiah (chapters 42, 49, 50, 52-53) Jesus’ followers creatively used the songs of the Suffering Servant to interpret Jesus’ suffering
and death. The Messiah, of course, was not expected to be a suffering messiah. 

Throughout the centuries Christians have reflected on and developed different interpretations, leading to a variety of theologies and popular
pieties, some of them quite distant from the Scriptures and even farther from the vision of Jesus. 

In the fourth century, Saint Augustine spoke of satisfaction for sin in legal terms of debts and justice. A key development took place in the
twelfth century when the theologian Saint Anselm developed Saint Augustine’s ideas to describe atonement for sin. Anselm, reflecting the
medieval culture of his day, understood sin to be something like a peasant insulting a king. Reconciliation would require satisfaction for this
insult to the king’s honour. Sin, however, is an infinite offence against God that demands adequate atonement. While humanity was obliged
to atone, no human could pay this infinite debt. Only God could do so adequately. 

Ethics in Healthcare



According to this twelfth century view, that is exactly what Jesus, the God-Man,
accomplished by his suffering and death. It was actually later theologians and
preachers who added to Anselm’s position by emphasising blood and pain as the
satisfaction that placated God’s anger. Many Catholics still grow up with such an
understanding. 

This image of God, angry, demanding, even bloodthirsty, often appears in sermons,
songs and popular pieties today, although the focus is usually placed on Jesus’
willingness to bear the suffering. Many people are uneasy with this view of God, even if
they do not know exactly why. This image of God is very different from the one
expressed in the life and teachings of Jesus. 

Jesus is not Plan B 

There is an alternative interpretation of the life and death of Jesus, also expressed in
the Scriptures and throughout the tradition. This view, perhaps only on the margins of
many people’s religious understanding and devotion, is completely orthodox and is
solidly rooted in the Christian tradition. Indeed, it offers perspectives much closer to
Jesus’ own experience and vision. 

What, briefly, is the heart of this alternative interpretation? It holds that the whole
purpose of creation is for the Incarnation, God’s sharing of life and love in a unique and
definitive way, Emmanuel: God with us. God becoming human is not an afterthought,
an event to make up for original sin and human sinfulness. Incarnation is God’s first
thought, the original design for all creation. The purpose of Jesus’ life is the fulfilment of
the whole creative process, of God’s eternal longing to become human. Theologians
call this the "primacy of the Incarnation." 

For many of us who have lived a lifetime with the atonement view, it may be hard at
first to hear this alternative, "incarnational" view. Yet it may offer some wonderful
surprises for our relationship with God. God is not an angry or vindictive God,
demanding the suffering and death of Jesus as payment for past sin. God is, instead, a
gracious God, sharing divine life and love in creation and in the Incarnation. Such a
view can dramatically change our image of God, our approach to suffering, our day-to-
day prayer. This approach finds its strongest scriptural expression in John’s Gospel and
in the letters to the Colossians and the Ephesians. 

Throughout the centuries, great Christian theologians have contributed to this positive
perspective on God and Jesus. In the late twentieth century, theologian Catherine
LaCugna pulled together many of these themes. She expands the wonderful image of
the Trinity as divine dance to include all persons. Borrowing themes of intimacy and
communion from John’s Gospel and Ephesians, she affirms that humanity has been
made a partner in the divine dance not through our own merit but through God’s
election from all eternity. She writes: "The God who does not need nor care for the
creature, or who is immune to our suffering, does not exist... The God, who
keeps a ledger of our sins and failings, the divine policeman, does not exist.
These are all false gods... What we believe about God must match what is
revealed in Jesus: God watches over the widow, the orphan and the poor, God
makes the rains fall on just and unjust alike, God welcomes the stranger and
embraces the enemy."

The emphasis on Jesus as God’s first thought can free us from the idea that God is
violent. It allows us to focus on God’s overflowing love. This love is the very life of the
Trinity and spills over into creation, Incarnation and the promise of fulfilment of all
creation. What a difference this makes for our relationship with God! Life and love, not
suffering and death, become the core of our spirituality and morality.

Kenneth R. Overberg, SJ, is professor of theology at Xavier University, Cincinnati. He holds a Ph.D.
in social ethics from the University of Southern California and is the author of numerous articles
and books.

“Suffering is not fully understandable.
Rather than “why?”perhaps we should be asking,

“How can I respond? What can we do now?”

The God who does not need nor
care for the creature, or who is immune
to our suffering, does not exist...“
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Killing the Pain, Not the Patient 
Richard M Doerflinger and Carlos F Gomez, MD, PhD 

The Facts About Pain Control 

Many doctors hesitate to give dying patients adequate pain relief
because they fear that high doses of painkillers such as morphine
will suppress the breathing reflex and cause death. Yet we now
know that this fear is based on false assumptions and on
inadequate training of physicians in pain management techniques.
Even among oncologists, who probably deal with more patients in
severe pain, there is too little knowledge of the medically
appropriate use of analgesic drugs. 

In reality, a very large dose of morphine may well cause death, if
given to a healthy person who is not in pain and has not received
morphine before. But when administered for pain, such drugs are
taken up first by the patient's pain receptors. In fact, patients
regularly receiving morphine for pain quickly build up a resistance
to side-effects, such as respiratory suppression, so they can easily
tolerate doses that would cause death in other people. Fortunately
they build up a tolerance to the side-effects far more quickly than
to the drugs' analgesic effects, so doctors need not hesitate to
increase dosages when needed to relieve pain. The question,
"What is the maximum dose of morphine for a cancer patient in
pain?", has one answer: "The dose that will relieve the pain." As
long as a patient is awake and in pain, the risk of hastening death
by increasing the dose of narcotics is virtually zero. Unrelieved pain
is itself a stimulant, which overwhelms any depressive effects of
narcotics. Patients whose unrelieved pain is distorting the very
fabric of their lives, need adequate pain control the way a diabetic
needs insulin to function properly. 

Very rarely it may be necessary to induce sleep to relieve pain and
other distress in the final stage of dying. Euthanasia advocates call
this "terminal sedation," but it is the same kind of sedation that is
sometimes needed to calm distressed or restless patients with
non-terminal conditions. While some terminally ill patients may die
under such sedation, this is generally because they were
imminently dying already. 

In competent medical hands, sedation for imminently dying
patients is a humane, appropriate and medically established
approach to what is often called "intractable suffering." It does not
kill the patient, but it can make his or her suffering bearable. It may
also allow a physician the time to re-assess a patient's pain needs:
The terminally-ill sedated patient may later be withdrawn from the
sedatives and brought back to consciousness, with his or her pain
under control. 

Only recently the medical profession has begun to appreciate that
unrelieved pain can itself hasten death. It can weaken the patient,
suppress his or her immune system, and induce depression and
suicidal feelings. It can keep patients from living out their lives with
a modicum of dignity, in the fellowship of their families and friends.

So adequate pain relief can actually lengthen life. According to a
JAMA news item, part of modern medicine's task may be that of
"killing pain before it kills the patient." Or as the Catholic Health
Association says in its 1993 guide Care of the Dying: A Catholic
Perspective: "Unrelieved agony will shorten a life more surely than
adequate doses of morphine." 

In short, when dosages of painkilling drugs are adjusted to relieve
patients' pain, there is little if any risk that they will hasten death.
This fact alone should put to rest the myth that pain control is
euthanasia by another name. 

The Principle of Double Effect 

What of the rare case when providing pain relief or sedation does
risk hastening death? Is this really the same thing as deliberately
killing a patient?  Centuries of Catholic moral tradition say it is not.
Sometimes it is impossible to achieve some good effect without
causing a bad effect as well. When an act has both a good and a
bad effect, we should ask ourselves whether it meets four criteria. 
First, the act itself must be good or at least morally indifferent.
Giving medication to relieve pain certainly meets this test. Second,
the good effect must not be attained by means of the bad effect.
We cannot claim, like Jack Kevorkian, that we may deliberately kill
suffering people because once they are dead they can't suffer.
Third, the bad effect must not be intended. We cannot give pain
medication in order to end pain and cause death. Fourth, there
must be a serious reason for pursuing the good effect. It would be
irresponsible to risk hastening death to relieve an ordinary
headache. 

Taken together, these criteria have become known in Catholic
moral reasoning as the principle of double effect. Euthanasia
supporters like to emphasise the principle's catholic origins so
they can dismiss it as an arcane medieval invention. Dr. Timothy
Quill, for example, argues that it should not be used in our
pluralistic society because it "originated in the context of a
particular religious tradition." (New England Journal of Medicine,
Dec. 11, 1997).  But one might as well rescind laws against
robbing banks on the grounds that "Thou shalt not steal" comes
from a particular religious tradition. A moment's reflection will show
us that the principle of double effect is no catholic peculiarity, but
simply good common sense. 

The importance of intentions in making moral decisions should be
clear to all physicians who routinely prescribe medicines and
treatments that may have unhappy or unforeseen consequences.
If, despite everyone's best efforts, a patient stops breathing and
dies on the operating table from anesthesia during a delicate
operation, is the surgeon a killer? If so, the medical profession is
filled with "unintentional murderers." A more honest appraisal
would be to admit that human life is fragile, that actions can have
unexpected or unintended consequences, and that human beings,
including skilled and ethically responsible physicians, are fallible. 

Are there borderline cases where people's intentions are not clear?
Are there instances when it is irresponsible to risk hastening death
even as a side-effect? Of course. The principle of double effect
does not automatically clarify all questions of intent, and it does
not mean that causing death is justified whenever it is not directly
intended. But the distinction is a useful tool for moral decisions. In
modern medicine, quite literally, we couldn't live without it. 

Ethics in Healthcare
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Assisted Suicide vs. pain Control 

In important ways, assisted suicide and good palliative care are not
only distinct, they are radically opposed to each other. Consider the
following: Control of pain and suffering eliminates the demand for
assisted suicide. As Dr. Herbert Hendin notes in his 1997 book
Seduced by Death, some terminally ill patients have suicidal
thoughts, but "these patients usually respond well to treatment for
depressive illness and pain medication and are then grateful to be
alive." Such treatment responds to the underlying reasons why
patients ask for death, instead of treating the patient himself as the
problem to be eliminated. When pain control and other care
improves, assisted suicide becomes largely irrelevant. 

Assisted suicide undermines good pain management. During the
Supreme Court's January 1997 oral arguments on its assisted
suicide cases, Justice Stephen Breyer noted a remarkable fact from
a report by the British parliament's House of Lords. The
Netherlands, which has allowed assisted suicide and euthanasia for
years, had only three hospices nationwide, while Great Britain,
which bans these practices, had 185 hospices. He had placed his
finger on one of the most insidious effects of legalisation: Once the
"quick and easy" solution of assisted suicide is accepted in a
society, doctors lose the incentive to pursue more difficult but life-
affirming ways of truly caring for patients close to death. The
converse is also true. Prohibiting assisted suicide sets a dear limit to
doctors' options, so they can commit themselves to the challenges
of accompanying patients through their last days. As one physician
said after years practicing hospice medicine, "Only because I knew
that I could not and would not kill my patients was I able to enter
most fully and intimately into caring for them as they lay dying."
(quoted in Leon Kass, "Why Doctors Must Not Kill," Commonweal,
Sept. 1992, p. 9). 

Conclusion 

In short, pain control and other elements of palliative care must be
clearly distinguished from intentional killing of patients. In trying to
blur this distinction, euthanasia advocates only show their own
indifference to the goal of promoting better care for dying patients. 

In logic and in practice, two very different paths lie before the
medical profession and our society. What Pope John Paul II has
called the "false mercy" of assisted suicide and euthanasia, and "the
way of love and true mercy" that dedicates us to compassionate
care (The Gospel of Life, No. 66-67). It is literally a choice between
death and life. 

‘The fact that many doctors and medical centres do not treat pain aggressively does not mean that physical pain
is uncontrollable. Physical pain among the terminally ill exists because doctors lack the will, not the way. Deterred
by opioid phobia or ambivalence about medication, doctors, patients, and families may step back from the firm
commitment that is needed for assertive pain management. The current state of medical education, which does
not train its practitioners to adequately evaluate or aggressively treat pain, further hampers such efforts. In the
minds of too many people today, the answer to unbearable pain among the dying has become assisted suicide or
euthanasia, as if effective pain treatment did not exist. Physical pain must be understood in its proper perspective,
that is, as a single, readily manageable component of suffering. With strong resolve from patient and doctor, relief
of physical suffering is always possible. I have found that suffering from personal, mental pain is a much more
complex and thornier problem.’

Ira Byock, MD President of the American Academy of Hospice and Palliative Medicine

Threats ...hang over the incurably ill and
the dying. In a social and cultural context
which makes it more difficult to face and
accept suffering, the temptation becomes all
the greater to resolve the problem of
suffering by eliminating it at the root, by
hastening death so that it occurs at the
moment considered most suitable.

Pope John Paul II
The Gospel of Life, No. 15

“

”
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Care of the Elderly

In the first meeting of all the Major Superiors of the Hospitaller
Order after the last General Chapter two years ago, Brother
Donatus, Prior General said in his opening address that ‘by 2008,
half of the world’s population (estimated at 3.2 billion people) will
be living in cities.  Perhaps it is in the inner cities, in the slum
areas, working with people of a subsistence level of income,
immigrants, the sick and frail elderly that we will find the new
porches, the new platforms and new doorways that will host the
neediest members of society.’ In this powerful statement he made
it clear that for us as a Hospitaller family, the needs of the frail
elderly should never go unnoticed by us.  

The following articles look at the needs of the older person in the
21st century and our response as an Order.  We also celebrate the
announcement that Blessed Jeanne Jugan founder of the Little
Sisters of the Poor, women of hospitality, is to be canonised on
the 11th October 2009 by His Holiness Pope Benedict XVI at Saint
Peter’s, Rome. We celebrate the opening of their new home, the
New Saint Anne’s, within which they will continue to offer a loving
commitment to the elderly who will find a home there.  

As an Order we would like to thank and congratulate the Little
Sisters of the Poor for the commitment and resolve they have
shown in providing this state of the art centre of care and support
for the elderly of the East End of London. Blessed Jeanne Jugan’s
spirit is very much alive in all the sisters are doing.

“We should not view the stay of an old person in a house managed by the
Order as a solution to a housing problem alone, but it must be fully imbued
with its charismatic meaning and sense.  This means that we must
appreciate the ‘third age’, which must not be masked by the illusion of
some eternal youth, but experienced as a specific and different age in life,
with all its riches and problems, the same as every other stage in life . . .
Looking at it from the point of view of the faith, this time can also be seen
as a long vigil in preparation to encounter eternity.” Charter of Hospitality  

NEC Conference - Holistic Health Care of Elderly Religious and Clergy
Last year the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God held a conference at the NEC Birmingham on the care
of elderly persons. The numbers of people wishing to attend were so great that a larger venue within the
NEC had to be found.  Our Prior General opened the Conference with a reflection on the saints of the
Church who had in some way contributed to developing our present holistic understanding of the care
needed by elderly people.  Terry Philpot was one of the keynote speakers and contextualised the situation
of the elderly within Britain today.

Terry Philpot is a journalist and writer. He writes occasionally for The Tablet, The
Guardian and other publications. He is a columnist for YoungMinds Magazine.  He
has written and edited more than a dozen books on subjects ranging from
adoption to learning disability. His books on family placement and the female
partners of sex offenders were published at the end of last year, as was a book on
residential care, of which he is editor. Caritas Social Action Network has published
his two reports on residential care for older people run by religious orders: On the
Homes Front (2002) and The Length of Days (2007).  He has also published reports
on kinship care and private fostering. He a trustee of CIRCLES UK, the Social Care
Institute for Excellence and the Michael Sieff Foundation and a member of the
residential forum, and he is a former trustee of the Centre for Policy on Ageing.

Pictures courtesy of the Little Sisters of the Poor.
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The following article was
presented at the conference
and reproduced here by kind
permission of Terry Philpot.

The Church has a very proud record of
providing care for older people and it is
quite capable of continuing to do that
while, at the same time, offering new
forms of residential care and new ways
of financing it. Unfortunately, few people
seem to realise the dangers we face or
are aware of the most blinding fact of all
– once a home closes, it doesn’t re-
open.

Some statistics offer some context
about the wider world of older people
and ageing, not just as it which affects
older Catholics and those who provide
for them.

Consider the facts:

• In 1971, in a UK population of nearly 
56 million, there were nearly 71/2

million people aged 65 and over and 
more than 11/4 million people aged 
80 and over.

• Thirty years later (2001), our 
population had just topped 59 million
but the numbers of over 65s had 
risen to more than 91/4 million and 
over-80s to almost 21/2 million 
people.

The projections are that:

• In 2011, in a population of just above
601/2 million, there will be nearly 
about 93/4 million people aged 65 
and over and nearly 3 million aged 
over 80.

• Twenty years after that – that is 
2031- our population will be just over
67 million, with more than 151/4

million aged 65 and over and more 
than 5 million aged 80 and over. 
Does that seem a long way off, in 
some barely imagined future?  If so, 
let me put it in perspective: those 
projections will come into effect 
when today’s Year 6 children will be 
32 years old.

These figures suggest less a
“demographic time bomb” or a “tidal
wave”, more a gradual, steady growth. 

A society which has larger numbers of
older people is not one with a “burden”.
Among many other opportunities, it is
one that offers longer life and a better
quality of life, which brings with it
opportunities. These opportunities are
the not uncommon possibility of
enjoying one’s great-grandchildren
when they are comparatively mature; of
retiring earlier on a secure income to
enjoy many opportunities that working
life may have denied; or, alternatively, to
continue in work for those who wish to

do so; and, importantly, to have the
chance to contribute to the society in
which you live. 

However, we do have to recognise that
an ageing society can bring problems,
but not for a society that is willing to
invest in good health and social
services for its older members, but
rather for some of those members
themselves. I will refer only to dementia.
This is a disease not confined only to
older people, but one to which they are
nevertheless disproportionately subject.
Today there are 700,000 people in the
UK with dementia and 685,000 of them
are over 65. In terms of prevalence, one
in 1400 people aged 40-64 will suffer
from dementia. This rises steeply to one
in a 100 for those aged 65 to 69; one in
25 for those aged 70-79; and one in six
for those aged 80 and above.

In Europe today there are 5 million
people with dementia and nearly 18
million in the world. In 2025 there will be
about 35 million people with dementia
worldwide but 71 per cent of them will
live in developed countries.

In my report, The Length of Days. How
Can the Church Meet the Challenges of
an Ageing Society (Caritas Social Action
Network 2008), it has not been possible
to revise the earlier research, published
in my earlier report, On the Homes
Front (Caritas 2002). However, the
findings will not have changed markedly
and if they have, they will have changed
for the worst.

The new report gives many examples of
good practice from both Catholic
agencies and others outside the Church
(but who have some kind of religious
association) about new kinds of
provision, ways of providing and how to
develop it by innovative thinking,
sometimes retaining homes by entering
into new forms of management, which
do not sacrifice the Catholic ethos. The
report also carries a number of
recommendations – practical and
achievable – aimed at the Church itself.
And by Church I mean the person in the
pew as much as the hierarchy. 

The Church’s involvement in education,
childcare and hospices could fill
chapters in any history of social policy
but her extensive provision of residential
and nursing care for older people hardly
merits a footnote. 

Catholic residential homes have been
buffeted by the same harsh weather as
the rest of the sector – fees have not
kept up with costs and there have been
concerns about the new standards. Our
research showed that 50 of the 238
religious orders in England provided
such care, and those, like some of the
remaining 188 orders, also offered
residential care for their retired members.
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The Church, as elsewhere in the sector, has
opened homes, although, unlike elsewhere,
the rate of growth is unknown. However, in
2002, while 42 per cent of orders had not
closed or withdrawn or were planning to do
so, nearly a quarter of those who had not
said that they were “just surviving”. It says
much that when those who faced closure
and withdrawal sought alternatives –
potential purchasers, mergers, handing over
to lay management, redevelopment or part
of the site, other uses - none could be
found. 

The fall in vocations to the religious life
brings particular problems and has
exacerbated the plight of Catholic homes.
Lay staff cost more and work fewer hours.
As elsewhere, they are also in short supply.

Another special factor is that, unlike the
private sector, while fee levels are critical,
Catholic homes are often not run on strictly
business lines in that they take people with
little or no support. One congregation, the
research showed, had four residents paying
£120, even though the nursing home place
cost £459. In financially healthier times,
congregations would not have blinked at
such a subsidy.

The closure of homes can bring distress,
even trauma to religious, lay staff and
residents alike. The latter had expected to
end their days in the home they were living
in whereas they were now faced with alarm
at moving into the unknown. Residents, in
particular, were said to be “let down”,
“distraught” and “very vulnerable”.

However, what is unique about Catholic
care – and the loss of which was very often
most regretted – is the sacramental life and
spiritual ethos in which residents could live
out their last years. These homes also allow
older people to maintain their links with their
parishes and allows them to live with others
with whom they share values, experience
and outlook.

If one looks to the brighter side, there are
encouraging signs from within and outside
the Church if only we have the will and
ability to act upon them. For example, some
orders have sold land to create retirement
villages, others have entered into
management arrangements that do not see
the Catholic ethos lost.

However, in trying to do something about
the declining state of Catholic care there is
one very large obstacle - how, within the
Church, there is little communication, liaison
and co-operation between those who
provide these services, or are ultimately
responsible for them.

Given the structure of the Church, this may
not be surprising: communication here
reflects the wider situation - it tends to be
upward and downward, rather than
horizontal. The diocesan agencies are
accountable to their bishops and the
religious orders to their superiors and the
twain rarely meet. It is perfectly possible that
a home run by one order in difficulties may
not be in touch with a successful home, run
by another order or diocesan society, no
distance away – although the latter may well
be able to assist the former. 

Observation and evidence suggests that
providers who do not look within their own
ranks are even less likely to seek help,
advice and encouragement from outside.
Given how progressive and successful
some voluntary providers are, while Catholic
homes frequently struggle to stay open, the
parlous state of religious-run homes can
only be described as an avoidable tragedy.

Some Catholic homes will survive in their
present form, even if diminished in numbers.
But new forms of care will be desirable to
meet the expectations of new generations
of older people. For example, there is the
so-called “third way” of sheltered housing,
which, in the private sector, has expanded
in the last 25 years. 

To embark on this kind of care (and others)
the Church will need partners. Again,
according to the research, the most
successful orders were ones which had
found partners and 50 per cent of the
orders saw partnership with other orders or
secular bodies as a way forward.

The facts show that we are an ageing
society. What is the challenge? More than
125 ago the Church summoned up its
resources to meet a glaring need at the
other end of the age range – that of
children. The children’s societies were set
up not only to offer homes, shelter and a
better life but also to help protect children in
their faith. Children continue to need the
efforts of the Church but the challenge of all
those years ago is now one to be met for
older people.

This means that:
First, religious orders and others within the
Church who run homes should seek
partners, advice, information and examples
of good practice from those within and
outside the Church to sustain those homes. 

Second, while residential homes will remain
an important part of the care of older
people, the Church should also see care
villages and sheltered housing for sale and
for rent as new developments to meet the
varying needs of older people.

Third, where homes prove to be financially
unviable, investigations should be carried
out to see whether the use of the buildings
and/or land lend themselves to developing
other forms of residential care or building
new homes.

Fourth, parishes should regard residential
homes within their boundaries as integral to
their life as they do the local Catholic
school. Homes and parishes should be
more active in making contact with one
another.

Fifth, the Church should consider whether it
is feasible to create its own property
development company to work in
partnership with orders and diocesan
agencies running homes or wishing to
develop new forms of residential care.

Sixth, the Church should consider setting
up a Catholic Housing Trust, equivalent to
the Quaker Housing Trust which would offer,
among other things, advice and funding to
homes and the chance for feasibility studies
of new ideas. 

And last, the Church should create a
standing advisory body, either within the
Catholic Housing Trust or as a division of
Caritas – Social Action Network. This would
draw on professionals involved in all aspects
of residential development – social and
health care, personnel, legal, architecture,
finance, development – from within and
outside the Church. This body, in
association with the proposed Catholic
Housing Trust could also comment on or
advise the bishops in their submissions and
reactions to any government proposals,
new standards, or legislation within its remit.

The problems which homes face are mostly
hidden, even within the Church itself. They
are not much talked about, certainly not
acted upon in any concerted way. And yet
what is happening offers the opportunity for
the Church to think about what it means to
be Catholic and an older person, what such
a person’s spiritual needs are, and how they
may be met, and what kinds of provision will
be needed by future generations.

Accommodation is more than about bricks
and mortar and a roof over one’s head.
Catholic care meets more than meeting the
emotional, mental and physical needs of
older people. It offers an ethos and recourse
to the sacraments which older people and
we all treasure. How we go about meeting
the challenges will say much about what
value the Church places on all aspects of
old age in our society.

© Terry Philpot
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Alzheimer’s Unit, Saint John of God Hospital, USA
By Sister Nancy Munro, CSJ

For anyone who has ever experienced the sadness of seeing a family
member deal with Alzheimer's and memory loss, the new Saint
Benedict Menni Special Care Unit at Saint John of God Retirement and
Care Centre is a blessing indeed. 

Earlier this year, Cardinal Roger Mahony blessed the new 33-unit facility
and celebrated with the Hospitaller Brothers of Saint John of God and
the Hospitaller Foundation as their campus continues to transform itself
in a home for many. 

"This entire campus reflects the great care and concern of the
Brothers," the Cardinal noted, "especially in the tradition of Saint John
of God and in ministry to the sick and those who need our care. It really
highlights the ministry of Jesus Christ to the poor and the sick as well." 

The Menni Unit, named after a member of the Hospitaller Order who
renewed the Order in Spain and founded a religious community for
women in the 1800s, joins the Los Angeles campus. In 1941
Archbishop John Cantwell invited the Hospitaller Brothers to take over
and expand a sanitorium at the corner of Western and Adams
Avenues. And expand they did.

NEW FACILITY - The new Saint Benedict Menni Special
Care Unit at Saint John of God Retirement and Care
Center was blessed earlier this year.
Photo by Sister Nancy Munro, CSJ

Carrig Dubh 

The Hospitaller Brothers working in Ireland have built an excellent reputation for
the care of those living with a range of psychiatric disorders.  Often they have
led the way in new types of treatment and care plans, which have then been
adopted by the other health professionals.  Saint Raphael’s Suite situated in
their Hospital in Stillorgan, just outside Dublin, is an example of good practice
and advanced techniques 

Caring for the mental health needs of the elderly was part of the founding
character of the hospital when it opened in 1882. From the beginning, elderly
people have been cared for in a specialized unit with the hospital. The
assessment and treatment programmes cover the wide range of psychiatric
disorders, which occur in old age.

Saint Raphael's Suite, where the specialised unit is located, adheres to the
principle of the elderly person receiving treatment in an age-appropriate milieu. 

Also within Saint Raphael's Suite is Carrig Dubh a specialised unit to assess
and treat elderly patients with behavioural and psychiatric problems sometimes
associated with dementia, Alzheimer's disease, head injuries and alcohol-
induced brain damage. 

In years past, for many patients Saint Raphael's Suite was their home. Today,
the policy is to provide assessment and short-term treatment. When it is
appropriate to do so, patients return to their own homes and carers. The
contribution, which many family members, and particularly primary carers,
make to the elderly person’s quality of life, is vital.

Eustachius Kugler
Home for the Elderly -
Kattappana

The blessing and laying of the
foundation stone for the new
Eutachius Kugler Old Age Home
took place on the 18th August
2008 at Kattappana India. Rev. Fr.
Jose Thekkel blessed the
foundation stone and Brother
Jose Mathew Thottathil put the
foundation stone into place.  The
Barvarian Province of the
Hospitaller Order in Germany has
supported this project financially
enabling the project to be
completed.  When complete the
new home will be able to
accommodate 200 frail and poor
elderly people.

It was this same Brother Claude-
Marie Gandet OH who along with
Brother Alfieri OH, Prior General,
visited Saint Benedict Menni OH
in Barcelona, on 31st May 1868.
They came to inspect the first of
Brother Menni’s new foundations
in Spain.  With the help of local
benefactors and by begging door
to door, he had managed to open
a small house in October 1867 for
boys suffering from rickets,
scurvy and malnutrition. 

RESIDENTS - Joan and
Barney Rivers, with
Father George Tecku,
prior and director of
volunteer services,
appreciate the Menni
Unit's services.
Photo by Sister Nancy
Munro, CSJ
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Born in Cancale, in Ille-et-Vilaine, France, on 25 October  1792,
Jeanne Jugan was baptised on the same day in the Church of
Saint-Méen, during the upheaval of the French Revolution. Her
father, a sailor like most men from that area, was away in
Newfoundland for the fishing season. Four years later, he was lost
at sea. Her mother remained alone to raise her four children. At the
age of sixteen, Jeanne began helping her family by working as a
kitchen maid in a manor near Cancale.

She stayed there until the age of twenty-five, and then left home
for Saint Servan where she worked as a nurse’s aide at Le Rosais
Hospital. When a young sailor asked her to marry him, she replied,
“God wants me for himself. He is keeping me for a work, which is
not yet founded.”

Jeanne Jugan desired only to serve God and the poor, especially
the weakest and the most destitute, faithful to the ideal of
configuration to Jesus through Mary, that Saint John Eudes taught
to the members of the Third Order of the Admirable Mother, an
association that she joined around the age of twenty-five.

One winter’s evening in 1839, she opened her door and her heart
to a blind, semi-paralysed elderly woman who had suddenly found
herself alone. Jeanne gave up her own bed. This act committed
her forever. A second elderly woman followed, then a third… In
1843, they numbered forty. These latter had chosen her as
superior of their small association, which would gradually develop
into a true religious life.

However, Jeanne Jugan would soon be ousted from this
responsibility and reduced to the simple activity of the collecting, a
hard task, which she herself had begun. She had been
encouraged in this act of charity and sharing by the Brothers of
Saint John of God. Jeanne replied to injustice with silence,
gentleness and abandonment. Her faith and love helped her to
discern God’s will for her and for her religious family.

As the years passed by, Jeanne Jugan was more and more
shrouded in obscurity. The beginnings of her work were falsified.
She was kept in the background for twenty-seven years (1852 to
1879), four years at the home in Rennes, and the last twenty-three
years of her long life at La Tour Saint Joseph, the motherhouse of
the Congregation of the Little Sisters of the Poor since 1856.

At the time of her death, on 29 August, 1879, she was 86. Few
Little Sisters knew that she was the foundress, but her influence
on the young postulants and novices, whose life she shared during
those twenty-seven years, proved to be decisive. During this
prolonged contact, the initial charism was passed on, the spirit of
the beginnings was transmitted. In a period of seven years, 2,400
women became Little Sisters.

Little by little, light was shed on the situation… In 1902, the truth
began to emerge: Jeanne Jugan, Sister Mary of the Cross, who
died in oblivion a quarter of a century earlier, was not the third Little
Sister, as everyone had been led to believe, but the first, the
Foundress!

Canonisation of Jeanne Jugan

Miracle of Jeanne Jugan
CURE OF DOCTOR EDWARD ERWIN GATZ
OF AN ADENOCARCINOMA OF THE OESOPHAGUS

Doctor Edward Gatz is a retired anesthesiologist who lives in
Nebraska, in the United States of America. He was born on
19th April 1937. At the age of 51, he began to suffer from
digestive problems with a loss of weight and the appearance of
growths on his hands. The diagnosis was interpreted as a
paraneoplastic syndrome due to cancer.

An endoscopy on 9 January 1989 revealed the presence of a
cancerous lesion in his oesophagus. He was hospitalised and
had surgery which revealed an aneuploid tumour. Doctor Gatz
was advised to have chemotherapy, which he refused, and also
refused to have radiotherapy.

An endoscopy on 9 January 1989 revealed the presence of a
cancerous lesion in his oesophagus. He was hospitalised and
had surgery which revealed an aneuploid tumour. Doctor Gatz
was advised to have chemotherapy, which he refused, and also
refused to have radiotherapy.

On the day that Doctor Gatz’ cancer was diagnosed, his wife
spoke with a priest, Father Richard D. McGloin, S.J. about her
husband’s illness and to seek some consolation. This priest
encouraged Mrs Gatz to pray, and gave her the novena prayer
to Blessed Jeanne Jugan, whom he knew through the Little
Sisters of the Poor, since he had formerly been their chaplain at
their home in Milwaukee, and whom he held in veneration.
Along with him, Mrs Gatz began to pray to Jeanne Jugan every
day.

On 8 March 1989 a biopsy showed the presence of chronic
gastritis, but no signs of recurrence of the tumor.

All the doctors concurred that Doctor Gatz would not live more
than “six to thirteen months.” Yet he is still alive and well today
at the age of 71.

The promulgation of the decree of the Congregation for the
Causes of Saints, authorised by Pope Benedict XVI,
acknowledging the miracle through the intercession of Blessed
Jeanne Jugan (Sister Mary of the Cross) was signed on
6 December, 2008.

Canonisation of Jeanne Jugan:
11th October 2009 in Rome

Foundress of the Congregation of
the Little Sisters of the Poor

Jeanne Jugan in religion: Sister
Mary of the Cross



Jeanne was helped by a Brother of Saint John of God, Brother
Claude-Marie Gandet OH (1806-84).  The Brothers of Saint John
of God had a convent at Dinan and also a hospital. They were to
play an important part in Jeanne Jugan’s search for the right
methods to adopt.  Brother Claude-Marie was collecting for the
Brother’s hospital when he knocked at Jeanne’s door. He found
her extremely perplexed.  They understood each other, and he
helped her make the deliberate choice of going out to beg.  To
encourage her, he promised to support her and introduce her to a
number of families whom he himself used to visit.  It is even said
that he presented her with her first begging basket.  

Another Hospitaller Brother, Brother Felix Massot OH, was to give
Jeanne a great deal of help in drawing up the rule of the Little
Sisters. This man was a spiritual giant who contributed much to
the restoration of the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God in
France.  The very humble beginnings of Jeanne’s work reminded
him of the beginnings of his own Order in Granada.

By 1851, with the incredible growth of the Servants of the Poor,
soon to be known as Little Sisters of the Poor (five hundred sisters
supporting more than two thousand frail elderly), it became a
matter of urgency to prepare draft constitutions so that this
association could obtain official approbation from the Vatican.
Brother Felix worked alongside the Sisters in preparing these.  It
was at this time that the Sisters decided to take the forth vow of
Hospitality in line with the Brothers of Saint John of God.   We can
be sure that this help and the very imitation of the Brothers’
constitutions reflected Jeanne’s own deepest wish, as she had
placed such trust from the outset in Brother Gandet OH and, later,
in Brother Massot OH.

Constitutions of the Hospitaller Brothers of Saint
John of God 1717:

Our forth vow will bind you … to unremitting fatigue and to using
all your strength and even your life in the service of the sick and
poor whom you will be obliged to receive, help and care for, day
and night, with love, promptness, cheerfulness, and with the same
honour and respect as you would render to Jesus Christ himself,
since it is he whom we receive and care for in the person of the
poor, to whom in time past he said, “He who receives you,
receives me, and what you have done to the least of my little one I
regard as done to me.”

Rule of the Little Sisters of the Poor 1852:

By the vow of Hospitality, the Little Sisters … will use their strength
and spend their lives, without fear of fatigue or discomfort, in the
service of the aged and infirm poor whom they will be obliged to
receive and feed according to their means, to help and nurse, day
and night, striving to do this with the love and promptness, with
the same honour and respect that they would show for Jesus
Christ himself, since he it is in fact whom they receive and care for
the persons of the poor, of whom during this mortal life he said,
“He who receive you, receives me, and again: What you have
done to the least of my little ones, I regard as done to me.”

Today, the Little Sisters of the Poor of which
there are 2710 in number, continue the initial
gesture of Jeanne Jugan, on five continents,
in 202 homes caring for over 13,000 residents.

‘Sister Jeanne, go out instead of us, beg for us.’ This was what the old women said, by
this they emphasised the very heart of this activity of begging, known as questing within
the Hospitaller family. Jeanne substituted herself for the poor, identified herself with
them, or rather, guided by the Spirit of Jesus, she recognised that the poor were here
‘own flesh’.  Their distress was her distress; their begging was her begging.  This was
how God loved us in Jesus.

It was this same Brother Claude-Marie Gandet
OH who along with Brother Alfieri OH Prior
General visited Saint Benedict Menni OH in
Barcelona, on 31st May 1868.  They came to
inspect the first of Brother Menni’s new
foundations in Spain.  With the help of local
benefactors and by begging door to door, he
had managed to open a small house in
October 1867 for boys suffering from rickets,
scurvy and malnutrition. 

Jeanne’s deepest wish...

Hospitaller Brothers handing the begging basket to Pope John Paul II
at the beatification of the Blessed Jeanne Jugan in Rome

on 3rd October 1982

The future Pope John XXIII said on visiting the house
in Saint Servan where the congregation was founded.

‘Here I have been able to see with my own eyes
how the work of God is accomplished.’
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When Saint John of God entered Granada it was a tense, turbulent, and dangerous city.  A constant stream of travellers
passed through it enroute to the colonies of the new Americas via the ports of Seville and Cadiz.  The streets teemed
with mercenaries, adventurers, beggars, prostitutes and petty thieves.  John’s Granada was a city in transition.  It was
home to some 200,000 inhabitants.  From its beginnings, Granada had been an Islamic city and many traces of Islam
remained in the structure and life of the city especially in its many fountains and waterways.

From the beginning of our foundation, we have moved amongst men and women of differing cultures, faiths,
backgrounds and abilities. This has left us as an Order open to the insights and experiences of others. The missionary
expansion of the Order dates right back to the foundation at Cartagena, Colombia in 1596. This was the first of many
dozens that were created in America, Africa, Asia and Oceania.  The following articles reflect the fruit of these initial
courageous endeavours. 

Blessing of the New Sanatorio Marítimo Hospital
Viña del Mar (Chile)

As an acknowledgement and formal expression of appreciation for the close union between the Brothers of the Hospitaller Order of Saint
John of God and the city of Viña del Ma in Chile, the Mayoress, Virginia Reginato, has honoured the Prior General, Brother Donatus Forkan,
with the distinction of "Visita Ilustre" – meaning distinguished visitor.

She conferred this distinction on him at a ceremonial blessing made by the Bishop of Valparaíso, Mgr Gonzalo Duarte, of the the new
"Sanatorio Marítimo" Hospital at Gómez Carreño.

"This city is 134 years old and the Sanatorio Marítimo opened its doors in 1929, giving us a shared history of almost 80 years, during which
many generations have been committed to and have co-operated with its management. Brother Donatus, please accept this
acknowledgement as a sign of the admiration and thanks of several generations of people from Viña del Mar who have witnessed, every
day, the way the Brothers of the Order keep alive and demonstrate to us the most beautiful definition of charity," she said during the
ceremony.

After receiving the award, Brother Donatus thanked the mayoress for this award, viewing it as an token of thanks for the work of the whole
Order in Viña del Mar. "I feel very moved, very humble, and also very grateful. I accept this honour bearing in mind that many Brothers, co-
workers and children who are and have previously been part of the Sanatorio Marítimo throughout this time. This award unites us all into
one family, working under the guidance of God and with the same aim, which is to serve the poorest," he said.

Following the blessing, a commemorative plaque was unveiled and in front of the building a pomegranate tree was planted.

The Project

The hospital will be a six-storey building, to be used as a teaching hospital covering a total area of 17,466 square metres, with four storeys
above ground and two basement floors.

This will double the present size, so that it will be able to increase the number of children cared for from the present 56 to between 80 and
100, with a special school for 120 pupils, among its outstanding features, thanks to an investment of close on 6 million dollars.

Completion is due by July this year, to be able to transfer the children at Gómez Carreño by September.

Mission Worldwide

The hospitaller apostolate should
be felt as a flame of love, and as a
noble instrument for the spread of
the charity of Christ, in all its glory.
Br Mose Bonardi OH

A pomegranate is the symbol of the Order and of the city of Granada
where the Order was found. Literally, ‘the apple of Granada’, the
seeds burst forth as soon as the fruit ripens, just as John of God’s
loved overflowed in the presence of the sick and the poor.

“
”
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The “Beacon” of Hospitality - the
Order's 50th Anniversary In Korea

In November 2008, the Brothers celebrated
50 years since the Saint John of God
Brothers first arrived in Incheon, South
Korea.

Brother Donatus gives his account:
I am honoured to have been part of the
history written by the Brothers of Saint John
of God in Korea during the past 50 years, in
addition to being grateful for the wonderful
people I have met, and for the friendship
and support I have received. 

I was only 26 when I reached Kwangju in
1968. Since then, and throughout my 40
years in Korea, I have learned so much
about life and people, and on being a
missionary, and Hospitality.

I recall with affection and gratitude the first
five Irish Brothers to set foot in this country:
Brother Timothy Deane, Brother Sean
Skehan, Brother Ephrem Bogues, Brother
Bede Greaney and Brother Brendan Flahive.
They, together with the physicians, Dr Carr,
Dr Kavanagh and Dr Walsh, had the merit of
carrying to this country the ‘beacon’ of
Hospitality.

It has been a joy to witness the
transformation that has taken place in Korea
across these years from a developing
country to a major economic power. The
Hospitaller Order has also made its own
small, but important, contribution to this
evolution. This has been possible thanks to

the help of thousands of benefactors in the
United States, Ireland and Australia, who
have provided us with financial support,
medicines and other items needed by the
local people.

The role of the Hospitaller Brothers has not
merely been that of reaching out to meet
the immediate and most urgent needs of
the people, and those needs were really so
many, but also to introduce new
approaches to care for the mentally ill and in
psychiatry, as well as providing new
opportunities for educating and training
young people and adults with learning
difficulties.

This new and creative way of expressing
Hospitality is one of the distinctive features
of the work performed by the Hospitaller
Brothers in Korea, together with another
interesting feature: the sharing of the
charism with our co-workers. 

This idea spread in Korea before reaching
other parts of the world where the
Hospitaller Order had not yet developed the
concept of sharing the charism between the

Brothers and the lay co-workers.  From the
outset, because of language difficulties, the
Brothers in Korea were, to a certain extent,
dependent on the contribution made by our
co-workers, and perhaps it was this,
together with the naturally hospitable
character of the Korean people, that
contributed towards the implementation of a
new form of Hospitality. 

We are therefore delighted today to be able
to see the Brothers and co-workers forming
part of one and the same Mission, as
members of the great Hospitaller family: this
is a tradition that was brought into being by
our Irish Brothers, and is today being carried
forward by the Korean Religious community.

Brother Donatus Forkan, OH
Prior General – Hospitaller Order of Saint
John of God

Three new priests in Vietnam

The following three Vietnamese Brothers
have been ordained to the priesthood at
Tan Bien on the past 10th December
under the title of Hospitality. 

Brother Antony NGUYEN CHAN HONG, 

Brother Peter NGUYEN MINH TRANG, 

Brother Dominic THAN YAN DUNG.

It is a very important event for the
Church, for the Society and for the Order
in that Asian-Pacific Region mainly under
the vocational point of view for the benefit
of the patients and people in need. 

Preperation for Solemn Profession

The eleventh course in Preparation for
Solemn Profession was held at the
General Curia in Rome from 28
January to 8 March 2008, coordinated
by Brother Jesús Etayo OH, the
General Councillor responsible for
Formation.

Last year, 2008, saw the largest
number of Brothers attending the
preparation course for Solemn
Profession since the programme
began eleven years ago. Thirty-five
young Brothers from all five
continents attended. 

The course included a visit to
Granada in Spain, the city of Saint
John of God where the young
Brothers followed in the ‘footsteps’ of
Saint John of God from the Elvira
Gate to the site where the Convento
de las Victorias formerly stood.  They
discovered the places that have a
special place in our  shared history.

Please continue to pray that young
men will respond to the Lord’s
invitation to enter the Hospitaller
Order of Saint John of God
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Saint John of God Hospital
in Granada 

Saint John of God Hospital in Granada was inaugurated in August 1553
with the transfer of the sick from the Cuesta de Gomérez Hospital. 

It was in this hospital that the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God was
founded and for almost 300 years it was run by the Hospitaller Brothers
until July 1935, when they were forced to relinquish ownership of the
building to the government as a consequence of the law confiscating all
the property of the Religious Orders.

Thanks to the efforts made over the years by many Brothers and
sympathisers with the Order in Granada, on 16 April 2007, the Hospital
once again became the property of the Hospitaller Order, as a donation
from the Granada Provincial Government, while retaining about 1,100
square metres for itself on the ground floor of the building around the first
entry cloister.

As soon as the Bética Province had re-acquired ownership of the Hospital,
it began work on drafting an Operations and Use Master Plan as the first
steps towards obtaining the necessary licences from the Andalusia Culture
Department.  The Hospital has been declared a national monument of
historical and artistic value and is a building complex of exceptional beauty,
both because of its artistic value and its architectural elements. This is why
it is considered a national monument and an essential value in the history
of Hospitality of the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God.

A technical team has been set up to draft the master plan, comprising four
architects, one archaeologist, one historian and two restorers, who are
responsible for producing updated plans and conducting the historical-
construction survey of the whole building which has deteriorated over the
past 500 years, as well as many changes needed to upgrade it so that it
can perform the new activities that lie ahead.

Currently the hospital is still occupied by the Andalusian Health Service,
who are waiting to transfer its medical and surgical work to another public
hospital. This is holding up some of the preventative conservation work to
stop yet more deterioration, and is delaying work on a comprehensive
restoration plan and the project for its future use.

Despite this, due to the volume of work needed and the features of the
building, the comprehensive restoration work will take an estimated ten to
fifteen years, and the cost will be huge.

Mission Worldwide

Missions Week

This year’s worldwide mission appeal within the Order was for the construction of a
rehabilitation centre in Vietnam. The Prior General enlisted the support of all the Provinces
of the Order, other organisations close to them, and friends and co-workers. The campaign,
which ran between 23 and 30 September 2008 raised €238,424. The cost of the project is
much higher than this figure, which means that they have to go on seeking more funding
from other public and private organisations.

“We wish to thank everyone for the effort that they made, and for their response to this
appeal, particularly on behalf of all those who will benefit under this project – the Bien Hoa
Hospitality House – and the Brothers and co-workers who will be managing it.

Brother Moisés Martîn Boscã
Director
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Third European Regional Conference
Los Molinos, Madrid 
1-5 September 2008

“In the Church and in the world at the service of Hospitality -
the priorities of the Hospitaller Order in Europe today”, was
the theme for the 3rd European Conference of the Hospitaller
Order of Saint John of God, which was held in Madrid.

Representatives from more than ten countries throughout
Europe took part in the conference, chaired by Brother
Donatus Forkan, OH Prior General of the Order.  Kris
Cummings a support worker in our supported living service
in Jarrow was one of those people and was invited to give a
presentation from his perspective as a young co-worker, and
here is his account of his attendance at the conference.

From the 1st to the 5th September, I took part, along with eighty-two other
participants, in the third European Regional Conference in Madrid. It was the
first time I had taken part in such a conference and I gave a presentation on
“The Future Role of the Brothers and Co-workers,” from the perspective of a
young co-worker.

The format of the day was based on listening to presentations, simultaneously
translated into seven languages, presented by various participants from within
the Order, including Brothers and co-workers.  Then work continued within the
various language speaking groups, coming together to discuss the issues that
were addressed in the presentations, discussing how Europe could move
forward together relating to these topics. Topics ranging from the School of
Hospitality for co-worker managers, to demands and conflict situations in bio-
ethics; from discussing the revised General Statutes, to the role of the Brothers
and co-workers in the future. We also considered pastoral care in the Order’s
centres, need for renewal within the Order, financing our missionary centres and
research co-operation within Europe.

After these discussions there was a feedback session in which all groups gave
their feedback on that subject. Before I went to Madrid, I was expecting there
would be some slight difficulties on the account of there being differences in
legislation across Europe, however in all discussions and feedback sessions,
there appeared  to be a very positive atmosphere, with everyone working
together, sharing information, and trying to take the Order in Europe further.

The core values really came to the forefront of
my mind, as all I met showed these values in all
that they did, and I was made to feel so
welcome, this was shown not only by the
Brothers and co-workers, but also by the
waiting staff at meal times.

From my perspective, it was a really positive
experience, with the outlook for the Order in
Europe appearing to be very bright by the end
of the conference.

Kris Cummings
Eagle Cottages

Mission Worldwide
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VATICAN COUNCIL II: 
LIGHT FOR THE CHURCH
AND FOR THE MODERN WORLD 

In January 2009, the whole Church celebrated the prophetic announcement of
Pope John XXIII to hold an ecumenical Council, the twenty-first in its two thousand
year history.  This was to be held at the Vatican and would be known at the Second
Vatican Council.  This council initiated incredible change both in thinking and
practice within the Church whilst remaining faithful to the tradition handed down
from the Apostles.  

The Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God has embraced the teaching of this spirit
filled council.  Over the last fifty years the Order has continued to reflect on the
Council’s call to renewal.  This reflection has enabled us to connect in a new way
with our founding story and the charism (spirit filled legacy) left by our Holy Founder.   

‘In a world filled with frightening violence, it would not be totally strange if the Lord
was pleased to give his Church a poor and humble pontiff, concerned only with
protecting the helpless and dissipating darkness from people’s minds and terror
from their hearts. We are weary of too much learning, too much power; we are
weary of greatness, prestige…words’. Don Primo Mazzsolari

Don Primo Mazzsolari’s prayer came true when the Cardinals in Conclave elected
Giuseppe Roncalli as the Successor of Peter following the death of Pope Pius XII.
The new Pope took the name of John XXIII. Cardinal Giuseppe Roncalli was elected
Pope in 1958 at the age of seventy-six, most assumed his would be a transitional
pontificate. At the beginning of the new pontificate, while many tried to perceive
what the characteristic note would be, Pope John XXIII himself revealed it.

Three months after the election, on 25 January 1959, speaking to the cardinals
gathered in the Benedictine Monastery of Saint Paul, John XXIII announced his
decision to celebrate an ecumenical council. The resolution was born from the
ascertainment of the crisis, caused in modern society from the decaying of spiritual
and moral values. 

Three years later on 11 October 1962, the feast of the Maternity of the Blessed
Virgin Mary, the ecumenical Council of the Church solemnly began. The eighty-year
old Pontiff was absorbed and moved as he watched the incredible sight of the long
cortege of 2400 Bishops enter the Basilica. 

A Council always opens a new epoch both within the Church and in the wider
society. Chesterton once said:  “A history of Europe will never be written with logic
unless we take note of the teaching of the Councils." Little did ‘Good Pope John’
know that what he had brought about would prepare the Church for its passage
from the second millennium to the third millennium after the birth of Christ.

Mission Worldwide

In the daily exercise of our pastoral office, we sometimes have to listen,
much to our regret, to voices of persons who, though burning with zeal,
are not endowed with too much sense of discretion or measure. In these
modern times they can see nothing but prevarication and ruin. They say
that our era, in comparison with past eras, is getting worse, and they
behave as though they had learned nothing from history, which is, none
the less, the teacher of life. They behave as though at the time of former
Councils, everything was a full triumph for the Christian idea and life and
for proper religious liberty. 

We feel we must disagree with those prophets of gloom, who are always
forecasting disaster, as though the end of the world were at hand. Our
Lord is leading us to a new order of human relations, which… are
directed toward the fulfillment of God's superior and inscrutable
designs.

Pope John XXIII

“

”

29th April 1959: the new General, the ex-General
and all the other capitulars were received in a very

special audience by the Pope John XXIII

Pope John XXIII

Cardinal Micara, the last Cardinal Protector of the
Order with Brother Aparicio, Prior General

Vatican Council II in session



The Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God and Saint John of God Hospitaller
Services are committed to providing the very best of care and support for the
particularly vulnerable groups amongst our society: people with learning and

physical disabilities, mental health conditions, elderly Religious, people who are
homeless, people who have difficulties with drug and alcohol abuse, migrants who

are vulnerable to homelessness and victims of sex-trafficking.

There are no limits.

Whilst funding for the Charity’s core activities comes from local authorities and social
services, much of our work is only viable because of support from charitable giving.
Any new projects or expansions of our existing services benefit little, if at all, from

any government assistance.

Please help us to continue our Hospitaller Mission.

Saint John of God Hospitaller Services

Registered Office:

Saint John of God Hospitaller Services
Saint Bede's House, Morton Park Way, Darlington, Co Durham  DL1 4XZ

Tel: 01325 373700  Fax: 01325 373708

Email: enquiries@sjog.org.uk

www.sjog.org.uk

Registered Charity Number 1108428



Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God

Vocations with the Hospitaller Order of Saint John of God

A parable of a new world in the midst of suffering and marginalization

‘There is a quiet light
that shines in every heart.

Through it is always secretly there,
it draws no attention to itself.

It is what illuminates our
mind to see beauty, our desire to seek

possibility and our hearts
to love life…

This shy inner light is what enables
us to recognise and receive

our very presence here as blessing.’

If you are single, male and Catholic, and would like to be part of our worldwide
movement of Hospitality and do something about the suffering endured by those

who are marginalized within our society, then life as a Hospitaller Brother
could be worth investigating.

For more information contact:
Brother Barry Larkin, OH
email: vocations@sjog.ie

www.hospitaller.org/vocations


